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If the idea of electricity was left in Edison imagination,
we would never had electricity.
If the idea of literature was left on a nib of Shakespeare,
we would never had nice literature to read.
If the idea of liberty stuck on the lip of Gandhi,
the world would never been peace as it is now.
Do not let your idea stop just an idea,
all ideas are possible if you start.
-Unnamed PhD student
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Preface
Single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) has been recognized as special
one-dimensional material fruitful with many promising properties. The
experimental and theoritical studies have been revealing its great physi-
cal, optical, and electrical properties. By utilizing catalyst support, mass
production processes on SWNT synthesis have been commercialized as Co-
MoCAT [1], HiPco [2], and ACCVD [3] methods, which provide good quality
SWNTs for the next step of applications. It seems that carbon nanotube
(CNT) research has been diverted after discovery of graphene for the last
decade [4, 5]. A solely chirality dependence [6] have still been arousing many
researchers to continue studying what nanotube can indeed contribute to
the near future applications after a few decades of discovering, even though
graphene the new generation two-dimensional carbon material theoritically
provides a great mobility and transparency [7, 8].
In 2011, feasible potential applications from tunable nanotube film
thicknes and transparency with high mobility and sheet resistance have
been reported on multi-walled CNTs and SWNTs [9]. Interesting, their
properties seem to have very promising properties without post-treatment as
separation process, comparable with the well-know commercial indium tin
oxide (ITO) used as flexible electric devices. Additionally, many reports on
energy storage and some other application, for instance CNT sponge [10–12],
nanotube yarn [13–15], chemical doping on nanotubes [15–18], have been
again shown for the use of nanotubes. With these establishments, SWNTs
have been brought back to promising research interest.
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Electronic, electrical and optical properties of SWNT are essentially
dependent of chirality [6]. Performance or efficiency of devices consequently
require in principal narrow number of present chirality in the sample. Direct
chirality control is, however, considerably delicate in experiment. Although
the great number of researches on chirality control has struggled to con-
quer difficulties to reduce number possible chiralities or modify electronic
properties [15–20]. One feasible approach is in general to confine a mean
diameter of SWNTs for the direct use. It has been often questioned that
Can we actually control chirality or diameter ? However, different interpre-
tations of research arise from the various approaches. The more diameter
we reduce the less chirality we have. Another issue is can we also modify
electronic properties of SWNTs ? since introducing heteroatoms into the
carbon lattice or chemical doping have opened up another availability of
electrical modification by changing electronic state of nanotubes. In order
to complete and overcome this problematical issues, structure control and
growth mechanism are necessary for well understanding of how structure
and properties can be tuned, especially synthesis on flat substrate.
This PhD thesis CVD synthesis and characterization of nitrogen-doped
single-walled carbon nanotubes begins with brief introduction to fundamental
on electronic density of state in different dimensional materials and single-
walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) beginning in Chapter 1. Following this
fundamentals, the physical, optical, and electronic properties of SWNTs will
be discussed, prior to reviewing a brief history of nanotube synthesis and
N-doped carbon nanotubes in Chapter 2. The fundamental introduction
on electronic density of state, nanotube properties will be implemented to
explain and discuss the results presented later.
In Chapter 3, the results of diameter-controlled CVD synthesis will
be discussed, which discusses the synthesis of small-diameter VA-SWNTs
from ∼ 2.1 nm to ∼ 0.8 nm from changing just carbon precursors. In this
section, change in spectroscopic aspects are discussed. Diameter reduction
is comprehensively characterized. I also demonstrated a great influence of
vi
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nitrogen incorporation during synthesis on the reduction of quantitative
SWNT mean diameter. Along with correlation between nitrogen content
and nanotube mean diameter, the incorporated nitrogen configurations are
also discussed.
An unexpected encapsulated nitrogen molecule (N2) is investigated and
demonstrated in Chapter 4. A viability of N2 from feedstock is demonstrated
using isotope CH3−C15N. The characterization of encapsulated N2 by near-
edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), as well as, deflating of
N2 from interior of SWNTs give an insight into a more detail of growth
mechanism in nitrogen-doped SWNTs. Availability of N2 inside such small-
diameter SWNT indicates a suitable interior one-dimension container. I
also revealed the polarization-dependent of N2 gas inside confined one-
dimensional space, showing co-axially alignment of gas molecules in the
interior of the narrow SWNTs (less than 1 nm), presented by degree of
alignment along with the combined molecular dynamic simulation.
In Chapter 5, I presented facile modulation of SWNT diameters during
CVD synthesis by changing the carbon precursor between pure ethanol and
an acetonitrile-ethanol mixture. Using this method I am able to reversibly
change the SWNT diameter between 2 nm (for pure ethanol) and ∼ 1 nm (for
the acetonitrile mixture). This feedstock-dependence indicates the process
is independent of catalyst particle size. The majority of discontinuous
heterojunctions with some presented continuous interface is demonstrated
by either TEM observation, or number of N2 molecules passing through
different diameter SWNTs interface. I also proposed a possible growth
mechanism and stress out the role of nitrogen on the reduction of SWNT
diameter.
vii

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Electronic density of states
In general, many phenomena, bounding of the balls, interaction force of
objects, or acceleration of cars, for example, can be well explained by
classical mechanic which allows us to understand physic phenomena in large
scale. Considering interaction between atom and electron, one can think of
coulomb interaction which can be explained by simple classical mechanic.
The more complicated phenomena is, however, taken into account due to
atomic scale consideration in which electron can be excited and leave an
atom prior to turning back to ground state by decaying energy showing in
spectrum. Another example is photon behavior which can be considered as
either particle or wave. These kinds of phenomena in nanoscale or atomic
scale are invalid, consequently, quantum mechanic would be well expected.
Even though quantum mechanic is not touchable nor visible, it can be tested
by experiment for instance photoemission and scattering of electrons. It
can be furthermore alluded to well describe quantum well, wire, or dot. To
valid the energy or wavefunctions of particles, time-independent Schrödinger
equation can be used to solve this problem as expressed below,
Hˆψ = Eψ, Hˆ = − ~
2
2m∆ + V (x)
1
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where ψ is the wavefunction in stationary state with the energy, E, and Hˆ
is Hamiltonian operator, which depends on situation described as potential
function V (x), particle’s mass m, and Laplace transform ∆ with ~ ( h2pi ).
For complicated problem, instead of employing multiple times of Schrödinger
equation, it can be solved by density of states–a function that shows multiple
intervals of energy with available states in that energy range as expressed in
term of carrier density (N ) in the energy range of dE with desired density
of states (DOS) function (ρenergy),
Ntotal =
∫ E2
E1
ρenergy(E)dE, (1.1)
where N interval is carrier density within the energy range, and N total is total
carrier density in the system within energy range of E1 to E2.
Density of state (DOS) in semiconducting materials is dependent of
concentration of carriers, such as impurities and free carriers, which modify
the bandgap energy of materials. Localized impurity states, delocalized
conduction and valence band states have to be taken into account, especially
when an impurity have more than one degeneracy. The free carrier motion is
generally restricted to spatial dimension (i.e. two, one, and zero-dimension),
resulting in different structure of density of states. Such a density of states
will be described in this section. As a note, most of this material can be
found in comprehensive texts on solid state physics such as [21, 22].
1.1.1 Particles in different dimensions
1.1.1.1 Particles in 1D line
To make clear understanding on density of states in any dimensions, let me
begins with an idea of particles moving in one-dimension (1D) line. In 1D
system, it is confine in lateral expansion (i.e. nanoscale), but infinite in
one direction paralleled to the direction of moving particles (k‖). One can
think as infinite potential well, which is limited to certain regime of x = 0
to x = L with potential V (x) = 0 in 0 ≤ x ≤ L. Meaning that particles
2
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can move freely only in 0 ≤ x ≤ L without leaving which give boundary
condition ψ(0) = ψ(L) = 0. The wavefunction and energy that quantized of
confined particles are
ψn(x) =
√
2
L
sin
(
npi
L
x
)
En =
n2pi2~2
2m∗L2 =
~2k2
2m∗ (1.2)
where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., k = npi
L
, L is length of the box, and m∗ is effective mass
of particle (i.e. electron). The higher n represent electron in excited states.
From Equation 1.2, we can obtain, n = L
pi~
√
2m∗
√
En, and differentiation of
n by E will give sparse energy density as,
g(E) ∼ dndE =
L
pi~
√
m∗
2
1√
En
. (1.3)
An approximated desired density of states function can be now obtained
with units of number per unit energy per unit length by dividing previous
expression by the length of the box (L). Hence, desired density of states(
g(E)
L
)
results in
ρ1Denergy =
√
2m∗
h2
1√
En
.
1.1.1.2 Particles in a 2D plane
In two-dimension (2D) system, the idea of how particles move is similar to
that in 1D, but particles are allowed to move into two directions instead
of one which means moving direction of particle is now confined on the
circle plan in dimension L (i.e. x-y plane). In this case, there are two-
components in k-space. The potential is zero inside the 2D plane and infinite
outside of the box, the wavefunction calculated from Schrödinger equation
3
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will be expressed according to Equation 1.4 with the energy as shown in
Equation 1.2,
ψnx,ny =
2
L
sin
(
nxpi
L
x
)
sin
(
nypi
L
y
)
. (1.4)
In two-dimensional case, k and n are considered in two directions as
k2 = k2x + k2x (kx = nxpiL , and ky =
nypi
L
), and n2 = n2x + n2y (nx = 1, 2, 3, ...,
and ny = 1, 2, 3, ...), respectively. The constant energy will be proportional
to indices nx and ny (E ∝ n2x + n2y). Hence, a small change in n (∆n) will
give a slight change in larger energy (E + ∆E). Now, the area of expanded
n is 2pin∆n. Let approximate ∆n → dn and consider one quadrant of
circle, which gives area of interest 2pindn. Consequently, energy density of
interested area is
g2D(E)dE ∼ 14(2pindn), g
2D(E) ∼ pi2
(
n
dn
dE
)
(1.5)
From the Equation 1.3 and 1.2, we can find that
g2D(E) ∼ pi2n
L
pi~
√
m∗
2 =
m∗L2
2pi~2 =
2pim∗L2
h2
We can, therefore, identify the desired density of states function of
particles in 2D system as
(
g2D(E)
L2
)
, results in constant value of 2D density
of states,
ρ2Denergy ∼
2pim∗
h2
. (1.6)
1.1.1.3 Particles in a 3D box
Let me now consider larger dimension as three-dimension system, each
impurity has single degenerate state, resulting in the same concentration
of impurities which equals to the density of impurity state. Because it is
infinite dimension, impurity can move everywhere and boundary condition
of wavefunction ψ does not exist. Meaning that momenta of impurities or
particles are free. Spherical and parabolic dispersion relation are considered
4
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for the simplest band structures. We can find the wavefunction in 3D system
as expressed in Equation 1.4. Hence, we can plug in three opponents in
k-space (kx,ky,kz) as
ψnx,ny ,nz =
( 2
L
)3/2
sin
(
nxpi
L
x
)
sin
(
nypi
L
y
)
sin
(
nzpi
L
z
)
where k andn are again considered in three dimensions as k2 = k2x + k2x + k2z
(kx = nxpiL , ky =
nypi
L
, and kz = nzpiL ), and n
2 = n2x + n2y + n2z (nx = 1, 2, 3, ...,
ny = 1, 2, 3, ..., and nz = 1, 2, 3, ...), respectively. The quantized energy is
also given with the same relation as in Equation 1.2
The energy density is now associated with the expansion of n in three
dimensions (dn), and the expansion in one quadrant of spherical is considered
(184pin
2dn). As described in Equation 1.5, the energy density is
g3D(E)dE ∼ 18(4pin
2dn), g3D(E) ∼ 12pin
2 dn
dE
From dndE in Equation 1.3, such that
g3D(E) ∼ 12pin
2 L
pi~
√
m∗
2
1√
En
g3D(E) ∼ pi4
(
8m∗L2
h2
)3/2√
En
Hence, the desired density of states function of particles in 3D system can
be identified as
(
g3D(E)
L3
)
, resulting with no longer constant which possesses
the characteristic of
√
E dependence as expressed below.
ρ3Denergy ∼
pi
4
(8m∗
h2
)3/2√
En.
5
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1.1.2 Single-valley in different dimensions
1.1.2.1 Density of states in bulk materials (3D)
The density of states in bulk materials is basically from the idea of 3D box.
In this case, let me consider sphere in k-space as depicted in Figure 1.1. The
electronic density of states is defined as the number of electron states per
unit volume per unit energy. The finiteness of density of states is defined by
the Pauli principle in which two opposite spinning electrons can only occupy
one volume element in the phase space that is defined as three-dimension of
real space and three-dimension of momenta space. In volume element, phase
space must be distinguishable for which positions (x, y, z) and momenta
(px,py,pz) of particles follow Heisenberg uncertainty relation given by
∆x∆y∆z∆px∆py∆pz ≥ (2pi~)3
Since momentum relation is p = ~k, such that
∆x∆y∆z∆kx∆ky∆kz ≥ (2pi)3
From Equation 1.1, where ρDOS(E) is the density of state per unit energy
per unit volume, we can obtain the density of state per unit energy dE by
determining unit-volume in k-space in the energy interval of E + dE. By
differentiation, we obtain the ratio of volume space per unit energy as dVdE
or dE = ∂E
∂k
dk. Thus, the volume of k-space enclosed within two constant
energy surfaces in one dimension can be calculated as
Vk−space(E) = dE
∫
surface
∂k
∂E(k)ds
where ds is area element of constant energy surface. However, we can obtain
∇k = ( ∂
∂kx
,
∂
∂ky
,
∂
∂kz
) for volume space in three dimension given by
Vk−space(E) = dE
∫
surface
ds
∇kE(k)
In phase space, a volume of 4pi3 is required by electrons or particles, so the
number of states per unit volume is given by
N(E) = 14pi3dE
∫
surface
ds
∇kE(k)
6
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kx
ky
kz
k
Figure 1.1: Visualization of Ewald’s sphere in the three dimensional k-space.
States with energies between E and E + dE from Equation 1.8 lie in the
hollow sphere between k and k + dk.
Hence, the density of states per unit energy and unit volume is
ρDOS(E) =
1
4pi3
∫
surface
ds
∇kE(k) (1.7)
We now identify the density of states by inserting symmetric parabolic
dispersion relation of E = ~2k22m∗+En in Equation 1.7, where k is wave vector,
and En is potential energy in band edge n, as following expression,
ρ3DDOS(E) =
1
2pi2
(2m∗
~2
)3/2√
E − En. (1.8)
7
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ρ3DDOS
ρ2DDOS
ρ1DDOS
ρ0DDOS
E
E
E
E
∝ E
1
2
∝ E0
∝ E−
1
2
∝ δ (E)
Figure 1.2: Energy-dependent density of states in different dimensions:
free electrons in three dimensions (blue, Equation 1.8), confinement in two
dimension of a plane (red, Equation 1.9), confinement in one dimension of
quantum wire (green, Equation 1.10) and confinement in zero dimension of
quantum dot (black, Equation 1.11).
1.1.2.2 Density of states in 2D and 1D
As stated in Section 1.1.1, confinement of charge carrier have to be consid-
ered. Thus, dispersion relation along the confinement direction is changed,
resulting in change in the density of states. In two dimension, the dispersion
is flat (i.e. constant kz), the reduced phase space is now only xy-plane, which
is similar to particles in 2D plane. The constant surface energy dispersion
8
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is given by Equation 1.9, resulting in the constant density of states (see
Equation 1.6). If the 2D semiconductor has more than one quantum state,
the total density of states can be written by sum of difference of quantum
states as
ρ2Denergy ∼
2pim∗
h2
∑
n
σ(E − En), (1.9)
where σ(E − En) is the function step, and En is the energy of quantized
states.
On the other hand, confinement of 1D system is restricted to only one
direction of motion. The dispersion relation is given by Equation 1.2. The
surface integral is also reduced to single point in k-space (kx). Thus, the
volume is k-space is given by
V 1Dk−space(E) =
∫
surface
δ(kx − kx0)
∇kE(kx) ds =
√
m∗
2~2(E − E0)(E ≥ E0).
Hence, the volume in phase space of two opposite spinning electrons is given
by 2pi, and the density of states in 1D is given by
ρ1DDOS(E) =
1
pi~
√
m∗
2(E − E0)(E ≥ E0).
In the case of more than one quantized states, the total density of states is
given by
ρ1DDOS(E) =
1
pi~
∑
n
√
m∗
2(E − E0)σ(E − En). (1.10)
where En is the energy of the quantized states of nanowire, nanotube, etc.
9
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1.1.2.3 Density of states in 0D
Finally, let me consider zero-dimension (0D) as quantum box in which
confinement is fully restricted in all three dimensions (no free motion).
Thus, there is no k-space available fro electrons to fill up. Consequently,
only two electrons occupy quantum state in 0D. The density of states of 0D
dimension is, therefore, expressed by Direc function, δ, given by
ρ0DDOS(E) = 2δ(E − E0)
And for more than one quantized state, the density of states in 0D can
be described by sum of single state of the density of states, given by
ρ0DDOS(E) =
∑
n
2δ(E − E0). (1.11)
1.2 Carbon nanotube
1.2.1 Archetypes of carbon nanotube
Carbon is the element surrounding us not only inside, but also outside our
body. it exists everywhere for instance air, wood and metal, the most well-
known is charcoal (i.e. graphite). Carbon-based materials have been realized
as major materials due to their availability. Carbons have been found in
many forms depending on atomic arrangement. Diamond is another carbon
species, which is well-known in term of luxury valuable. Because of its sp3
hybridization in which atomic arrangement forms a tetrahedral structure
formed by bonding contribution of each carbon atom with neighboring
atom. This type of configuration provides an unique optical property with
transparency to a bulk carbon material, like diamond. Carbons, on the other
hands, can also form an sp2 hybridization in form of layer or planar structure
which gives a different properties. The planar structure of sp2 is generally
found in form of stacked layers as known as bulk or three-dimensional (3D)
10
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Nanotube axis
Circumferential
direction
Armchair (30◦)
Zigzag (0◦)
x
y
T
Ch
O
B
A
B′
a1
a2
θ
Figure 1.3: Geometry of graphene sheet shows the chiral vector Ch for an
SWNT rolling into different orientations with chiral angle θ.
graphite. The van der Waals interaction between layers in graphite is very
weak, consequently, they can be separated into single-layered sheet, call
graphene. Another sp2 hybridization carbon structure was found to form
of carbon nanotube which has been proven to be an impressive 1D material
with electrical, optical and mechanical properties, especially single-walled
carbon nanotube (SWNT). Because of length to diameter ratio, SWNT
has been introduced as one-dimension (1D) carbon that give it some very
interesting properties and make it become promising material for carbon-
based devices. To understand the electronic property of SWNTs affected
by their low dimensionality, it is useful to present a formal description of
SWNT geometry. As a note, most of this material in this chapter can be
found in comprehensive texts such as [6, 23, 24].
11
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1.2.2 Geometry in SWNTs
1.2.2.1 Real-space representation
A SWNT is known as special tube rolled up from graphene sheet, which
consists of all carbon atoms formed honeycomb lattice on the wall. It can
also be conceived from rolled-up stripe of graphene in which the orientation
of the six-membered carbon ring in the honeycomb lattice relative to axis
of the nanotube. Interesting, nanotube structure is different upon rolling
orientation of graphene sheet, called chirality represented as (n,m) that
exhibit spiral conformation. To make easy to understand SWNT geometry,
one can imagine the envisage lattice of graphene. The structure of graphene
is the hexagonal like structure (honeycomb) as shown in Figure 1.3 that has
unit cell of hexagonal lattice containing equivalent atomic distance of a0
(1.42Å). Based on cartesian coordinates, unit vectors of the cell a1 and a2
are represented by
a1 =
(√
3a0
2 ,
a0
2
)
, and a2 =
(√
3a0
2 ,−
a0
2
)
(1.12)
where lattice constant is defined as the magnitude of the vector a1 or a2
that is a ≡ |a1| = |a2| = 1.42Å ×
√
3 = 2.46Å. Since the structure of
SWNT is envisaged from rolled graphene sheet, the unit cell of nanotube is
enlarged when compared to that of the graphene due to the lower symmetry of
nanotube. The lattice vectors of graphene which goes around circumferential
direction, identifies nanotube structure, so called chiral vector (Ch). The
translational vector (T ) in nanotube axis which is perpendicular to vector
Ch, represents one-dimension periodicity of SWNT. The the unit cell of a
certain type of SWNT is indicated as a shadowed area in Figure.
The chiral vector Ch is expressed in terms of real-space unit vectors a1
or a2 and two integers n and m (0 ≤ m ≤ n) as Ch = na1 +ma2 ≡ (n,m).
Since the length of Ch indicates the circumferential length of the SWNT,
the diameter of the nanotube (dt) is expressed as
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(9,0) (7,3) (5,5) 
Figure 1.4: Examples of three different geometries of SWNTs: armchair
(green), chiral (gray), and zigzag (blue).
dt =
|Ch|
pi
=
√
Ch ·Ch
pi
= a
√
n2 +m2 + nm
pi
Due to different rolling orientation of graphene, the angle is formed
between Ch and a1 with chiral angle θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 30◦) that produce three
different geometries of SWNTs (Figure 1.4), which is expressed as
cos θ = Ch · a1|Ch| · |a1| =
2n+m
2
√
n2 +m2 + nm
The translational vector T can be obtained by solving the relationship
Ch · T = 0, and scaling with the greatest common divisor (dR) of (2m+ n)
and (2n+m) in which dR = d if n−m is not a multiple of 2d, and dR = 3d
if n−m is a multiple of 3d, resulting in
T = t1a2 + t2a2 ≡ (t1, t2), t1 = 2m+ n
dR
, t2 = −2n+m
dR
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The magnitude of vector T is given by T ≡ |T | =
√
3Ch
dR
. The number of
hexagons N in the unit cell of a SWNT follows directly from the area of the
diatomic in unit cell rectangular of graphene according to relation,
N = |Ch| · |T ||a1| · |a2| · sin 60◦ =
2(n2 +m2 + nm)
dR
1.2.2.2 Reciprocal-space representation
While the translational vector T and the chiral vector Ch determine the
unit cell of SWNT in the real space, the reciprocal-space vectors can also
easily describe solid geometry as illustrated in Figure 1.5. The reciprocal
lattice can be given as
ai · bi = 2piδij,
where ai is the real-space vectors given in Equation 1.12, and bi are the
reciprocal vectors given by
b1 =
(
2pi√
3a
,
2pi
a
)
, b2 =
(
2pi√
3a
,
2pi
a
)
Let vectorsKC andKT be defined as the reciprocal lattice vectors that goes
around the circumference direction and along nanotube axis, respectively
(i.e. KC ⊥ T , and KT ⊥ Ch). The reciprocal lattice vectors KC and KT ,
therefore, satisfy the relations
Ch ·KC = 2pi, T ·KC = 0, and Ch ·KT = 0, T ·KT = 2pi. (1.13)
By solving the Equation 1.13, the reciprocal vectors KC and KT of (n,m)
SWNT are defined in term of the reciprocal basis vector b1, b2 and the
number of unit cells by
KC =
1
N
(−t2b1 + t1b2), and KT = 1
N
(mb1 − nb2),
In an infinitely 1D solid, only vector KT will span continuously along
nanotube axis, while KC defines the discrete integer multiples µ of k wave
14
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x
y
a1
a2
kx
ky
b1
b2
K
MΓ
Figure 1.5: The unit cell in real space (left) and Brillouin zone (right)
of graphene enclosed by the shadowed rhombus and hexagon in reciprocal
(represented by black dots), respectively, and the high-symmetric points in
the 2D Brillouin zone conventionally called Γ, K, and M points. The unit
vectors and reciprocal lattice vectors are represented by ai and bi (i = 1, 2),
respectively.
vectors or cutting lines (µKC , µ = 1− N2 , ..., N2 ). The µKC will follow the
circumferential direction to the exact two equivalent points in the reciprocal
space, consequently, µ discrete value is always an even number with an even
number of k vectors or cutting lines as shown in Figure 1.6.
1.2.3 Electronic structure of SWNT
Since the nanotube length is much larger when compared to its diameter,
SWNT can be therefore though as one-dimensional (1D) nanostructure
which the quantum confinement of 1D electronic states is taken into account.
The σ bonds in 3D graphite give contribution on in-plane covalent bonds, pi
bonds respond to weak van der Waals interaction between graphene layers.
In the sp2 hybridization of SWNT structure, while the strong three σ-bonds
are shared with three neighbor atoms, the remaining p orbital forms weak pi
bonds. Since pi bands in SWNT are closed to the Fermi level, electron in
the p orbital of pi bands can be excited to the pi∗ bands, which is relevant to
optical and electrical properties of the sp2 carbon.
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kx
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(4,2) nanotube
M
M
K
K′
Γ
Γ
K1
K2
q=0
,1,...
..n
Figure 1.6: Cutting lines in the Brillouin zone for a (4,2) nanotube. The
magnitudes of the reciprocal space vectors, |K1| = 2/dt and |K2| = 2pi/ |T |,
are calculated from Ch ·K1 = T ·K2 = 2pi.
K
M
Γ
M
K
Γ
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the full three-dimensional bandstructure in the
first Brillouin zone of graphene (left) with its couture map of pi and pi∗ in
electronic density of states in reciprocal space (right) [6].
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K
Γ
M
Figure 1.8: The energy dispersion relation of graphene along the triangle
ΓMK in Equation 1.14. The parameters were 2p = 0; t = −3.033 eV;
s = 0.129 [25] for the asymmetric dispersion relation, and s = 0 for the
respective symmetric dispersion relation.
In real space, unit cell of SWNT is much larger that of a 2D graphene
sheet, but the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the nanotube is much smaller that
the BZ of a grapehene (Figure 1.7). Brillouin zone-folding technique has
been generally used to obtain the energy E(k) and phonon ω(k) dispersion
relations. Using the definition of the structure of SWNT, its electronic
structure can be obtained by a tight-binding calculation from 2D graphite.
The energy dispersion relation of 2p in 2D graphite Eg,2D(k) is given by
Eg,2D(k) =
2p ± tω(k)
1± sω(k) , (1.14)
where 2p is the orbital energy of 2p orbital, t and s are, respectively, the
transfer and overlap integral, and the signs of ± is given for bonding (pi,+)
and anti-bonding (pi∗,-), while the 2D dispersion relation ω(k) is given
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according to the relation,
ω(k) =
√
1 + 4 cos
√
3kxa
2 cos
kya
2 + 4 cos
2 kya
2 .
The band structure of 2D graphene is shown in Figure 1.8. Due to
the distance of pi and the Fermi level in 2D graphene, the valence and
conduction bands just touch one another at the K point, resulting in semi-
metal property. In case of SWNT, its energy band gap can be though from
the energy dispersion relations of 2D graphene. When the energy dispersion
relation of 2D graphite is denoted as Eg,2D(k), thus N pairs of 1D energy
dispersion relation Eµ(k) can be expressed by
Eµ(k) = Eg,2D
(
k
KT
|KT | + µKC
)
, µ = 0, ..., N − 1, and− pi|T | < k <
pi
|T |
where k denotes the wave number along the SWNT axis. If these energy
dispersion curves are collected (or folded) into the first Brillouin zone of the
2D graphite by translating them using multiples of KC and KT . The wave
vectors possibility in the case of SWNTs are limited from the case of 2D
graphite. If the cutting line (along vector KT ) pass through the K point,
the 1D energy bands will have zero energy gaps and the density of state
at Fermi energy level has a finite value, then that SWNT will be metallic.
On the other hand, it will be semiconducting in the case of non-zero energy
gaps when the cutting line does not pass through the K point. It can be
simply described as
properties

metallic if mod (n−m, 3) = 0
semiconducting if mod (n−m, 3) = 1, 2
The formation of discrete bands is a result of the periodic boundary con-
dition around circumference direction of the SWNT. Van Hove singularities
are present in the resulting electronic density of state (Figure 1.9). Since
the (6,5) nanotube is an intrinsic semiconductor, the density of state at
18
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Figure 1.9: The density of states of semiconducting (6,5) and metallic
(10,10) nanotubes. The density of states of nanotubes are reproduced from
http://www.photon.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/index.html.
Fermi level is zero. On the other hand, the density of state for the (10,10)
nanotube is more than zero because it is inherently metallic.
Therefore, one of the most important characteristics of SWNTs is that the
difference of metallic/semiconducting transport properties is determined by
the chirality. Figure 1.10 shows the chiral mapping of (n,m) nanotubes that
are either semiconducting (blue hexagons) or metallic (red hexagons). Any
chirality is specified either by two integers (n,m) or equivalently. Among
these, the nanotubes with m=0 (i.e. θ = 0◦) and n=m (i.e. θ = 30◦)
chirality are termed of zig-zag and armchair types, respectively. This is
because of their shapes at the edges that look like a zigzag and an armchair,
but there is one type of SWNT which does not belong to both types that
are called chiral type, as shown in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10: Representation of the symmetry-dependent electrical properties
of SWNTs, where each dot corresponds to a specific chirality.
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1.3 Electronic properties and spectroscopy
In this section, characterization methods on SWNTs would be presented to
obtain information of electronic structure and diameter, including optical
technique which is commonly used in nanotube field. Furthermore, electron
microscopes are also employed for revealing the morphologies and structure
of as-grown SWNTs. Even though electron microscopy sometime cannot
give more information such as, diameter and impurity, it can be used to see
larger area of sample than optical tools, where only small amounts or areas
of sample can be only used.
1.3.1 Raman spectroscopy
1.3.1.1 Scattering process
Raman scattering the inelastic scattering of photon concerned with the
phenomenon of change of frequency when light is scattered by molecules.
The presence of scattered lines of shifted frequencies can be understood by
considering the incident light to consist of photons of energy. For collision
with a molecule, a photon may be elastically scattered without energy
change, giving rise to the Rayleigh scattering, which is the most scattering
event of the process. However, collision may be inelastic, they may cause
the molecule to get a quantum transition to a higher energy level, which
make the photon loses energy and is scattered with lower frequency. If
the molecule is already in an energy level above its lowest, an encounter
with a photon may cause it undergoing to a lower energy transition, which
the photon is scattered with increased frequency. Thus, Raman shifts are
equivalent to the energy changes involved to transitions of the scattering
species. Raman shifts also correspond to vibrational or rotational transitions
of the scattering molecules, but the photon is never absorbed, just rather
perturbs the molecule and induces it to undergo this phenomena.
Considering the energy level of the scattering molecule by incident light
with frequency ν0 (∆Ei = hν0) with initial energy gap between valence and
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Rayleigh 
0νhEi =∆ 0νhEe −=∆ )( 0 ve hE νν −−=∆ )( 0 ve hE νν +−=∆
Stokes Anti-stokes 
virtual energy 
vv hE ν=∆
Ground state 
1st excited  
vibrational state 
Figure 1.11: Excitation of scattering events in Raman scattering processes
comprising of elastic (Rayleigh) and inelastic (stokes and anti-stokes) scatter-
ings. The figure is adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raman_
scattering.
the first excited vibrational states of ∆Ev = hνv as shown in Figure 1.11, the
state of scattering molecule remains unchanged and the energy is conserved
if incident and emitted photons have the same energy, resulting in elastic
scattering called Rayleigh scattering. However, the excited electrons can
either loss or adsorb more energy after scattering, which leads to the Raman
effect. The Stokes process is the scattering event in which excited electron
adsorbs energy and emit photon with less energy than the adsorbed photon
(−h(ν0 − νv)). Excited electrons, on the other hand, can also emit photon
with more energy than adsorbed photon, so that emitted photon can reach
ground state, resulting in the anti-Stokes scattering. Therefore, it can be
note that the Raman scattering is incoherent and Rayleigh scattering is
coherent. The events of scattering can be simply explained that (i) electron is
excited from valence band to conduction band by absorbing photon, (ii) the
excited electron is scattered by emitting or absorbing phonons, and (iii) the
electron relaxes to valence band by emitting photons.
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Resonance Raman spectroscopy are rich in information about structure,
properties of nanotubes, and even impurity. It can also be used to identify
nanotube diameter. SWNT has large unique and optical properties due to
1D confinement of electronic and phonon states, called van Hove singularities
(vHS) in the nanotube density of state (DOS). The singularities in DOS
and correspondingly in the electronic joint DOS (JDOS), are related for
various optical phenomena. When a vHS in the JDOS of the valence and
conduct bands is matched with the energy of incident photons, resonant
enhancement will be occurred in the corresponding photophysical process,
which is involved to the transitions in a molecular system. Therefore,
resonantly enhanced Raman scattering allows this to obtain the information
of vibrational properties of nanotubes. In SWNT for instance, Raman
spectrum will be also depended on nanotube orientation as obtain from
single crystal sample [26].
1.3.1.2 Raman spectroscopy of SWNTs
Resonance Raman scattering by excited laser is powerful tool to characterize
nanotube structure due to its unique property of electronic density of state,
which is expressed in term of chirality (n,m). This results in different
energy in singularities of SWNT and different resonance. This signal can be
used identify the (n,m) structure of SWNT. In Raman scattering process,
electron can emit one, two, or multiple phonons after scattering depending
on scattering events as seen in different Raman shifts and peak shapes
(Figure 1.12).
The most dominant feature of Raman mode is tangential mode, which
provides a signature and nature of carbon nanotube [27]. This mode involves
to one-phonon emission or first-order Raman corresponding to a resonant
excitation of in-plane optical phonons, which appears around 1960 cm−1
for 2D graphite. Since SWNT has different structures compared with that
of graphite for the axial and transverse in-plane vibrational modes, the
tangential G mode in nanotubes will give a multiple-peak feature, named
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G-band. The G-band position is slightly different in energy (i.e. different in
Raman shift). This energy difference causes energy of G band to split into
two peaks: G+ and G− peak, where G+ has higher energy. The G+ and
G− indicate atomic displacement along the tube axis and circumferential
direction, respectively. The G− feature can be used to identify the difference
of semiconducting and metallic SWNTs. In the presence of free electrons in
case of metallic nanotube, the feature of the G+ is soften and broadened
from Fano resonance, called Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) lineshape [28–30],
resulting in lower frequency than G−. On the other hand, the frequency of
G+ is higher than G−, and no BWF Fano resonance is observed with the
Lorentzian lineshape for semiconducting nanotubes [30].
Another first-order Raman mode that only appears in carbon nanotubes,
is called radial breathing modes (RBM band) as shown Figure 1.12). This
RBM mode corresponds to coherent atomic vibration of the carbon atoms in
radial direction, and is used to distinguish SWNTs in the sample. This mode
is resonance out-of-plane, which vibrates perpendicular to lattice plane and
opposite to G mode [31], and in resonance when the energy of the incident
photons matches with the energy gap E ii in DOS of each SWNT, giving
rise to different frequency of RBM peaks that usually appear in the range
of 100–400 cm−1.
The absorbed photon can also scatter from k to k+q states, and scatters
back to k state before recombining with hole and emitting a photon at a
k state. By scattering with defects or impurity, scattering events in this
case will be one elastic and one inelastic events, caused by defects in sample,
called one-phonon double-resonance Raman spectra. Frequency of emitted
phonons is dispersive with different excitation energies [32–34]. Hence,
information of defects or impurities can be obtained from resonance Raman
spectroscopy, which is identify by broad feature of disordered band (D band)
around 1350 cm−1 as shown in Figure 1.12. The sharper feature, on the other
hand, comes from nanotube structure itself (high curvature of nanotube).
Usually, both of these features are overlapped to each other. On the other
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hand, The so-called two-phonons double-resonance Raman spectra can also
occurred when emitting phonon scatter with another emitting phonon. This
scattering event will give rise to Raman shift of about 2700 cm−1, called 2D
or G′ band.
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Figure 1.12: A resonance Raman spectrum from vertically aligned SWNTs
excited by 488 nm excitation laser, shows typical different resonance Raman
modes; RBM (100-400 cm−1), G-band ( 1594 cm−1), D-band ( 1320 cm−1)
and G′ (2D) band ( 2680 cm−1). Different vibration modes are illustrated,
and the scattering event for D-band and G′ band is explained by illustrated
double-resonance phonon scattering.
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1.3.2 Optical spectroscopy
1.3.2.1 Absorption in general
In optical absorption spectroscopy, it is used to characterize with incident
light in the range of ultraviolet and visible radiation, which is the near
infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum (around 1500–3300 nm),
called UV-Vis-NIR spectral regions. Once light in the range of UV-Vis-NIR
collide with medium, it will be adsorbed before passing through medium,
depending on light propagation. From Beer-Lambert law (Figure 1.13),
the absorbance of a sample is proportional to the thickness of the sample
and the concentration of the absorbing species in the sample, the intensity
of absorbed incident light is found to be exponential decreased as in the
equation I(L) = I0exp−αLc, where I 0 is the intensity of incident light, IL is
the intensity of light at optical path length L, α is the absorption coefficient
and c is concentration of absorbing species in the material. The absorbance
which is related to the incident intensity, can be expressed in terms of
intensity from the following equation
I0 I
L
c, α
Figure 1.13: Schematic of light absorption through medium. The figure is
reproduced from http://www.texample.net/.
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A = − log10
I
I0
,
where A is an absorbance of material at a given wavelength. Thus, we
obtain the correlation of UV-Vis-NIR light and absorbance for each molecule
in material, and we can use it to characterize the structure of material.
Moreover, features of absorption spectrum correspond to electronic states
of materials, which can be also used to characterize electrical structure
of materials. In general, many properties of materials, especially optical
property, such as bonds or composition inside materials, optical tools are
often used to assist by the principle of optical absorption because optical
properties are direct consequence of the electronic nature of materials. In
semiconducting and metallic materials, their band structures are different
that they are overlapped for metallic materials, and split out to be gap for
semiconducting. The electron can cross to the conduction band much easier
for metallic materials, but energy is needed to excite the electron in valence
band to cross over the gap reach to conduction band since there is small
gap in between two bands.
1.3.2.2 Optical transition of SWNT
In one-dimensional material as SWNT a unique feature of its DOS is
discrete energy of state, unlike continuous DOS as in three-dimensional
materials as shown in Figure 1.14. Both metallic and semiconducting
SWNTs exhibit vHSs in their DOS depending on chirality, which involve
to valence and conduction bands. Meaning that diameter of nanotube is
inversely proportional to energy transition as expressed by Kataura plot
(Figure 1.15, left panel). Hence, diameter of nanotubes can be evaluated by
absorption energy (i.e. absorption wavelength). The electrical structure is a
bit different from general materials due to restriction of the energy transitions
with symmetry considerations [35], which is depended on the polarization of
incident light to nanotube axis that results in highly anisotropic absorption.
Absorptivity will be strongest when the polarization parallel to SWNT
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Figure 1.14: Example of van Hove Singularity (vHS) of semiconducting (7,5)
nanotube. This vHS is reproduced from http://www.photon.t.u-tokyo.
ac.jp/index.html.
axis, and weakest when polarization perpendicular to SWNT axis. The
optical transition is generally occurred from valence state to conduction
state with same order of transition (i.e. v1 → c1, v2 → c2, v3 → c3,. . . ).
These transitions are represented as ES11, ES22, ES33,. . . , or S11, S22, S33,. . . for
semiconducting nanotubes, and EM11, EM22, EM33,. . . , or M11, M22, M33,. . . for
metallic nanotubes. However, crossover transition (c1 → v2, v2 → c1,. . . )
can be observed by cross-polarized optical absorption [36]. Energy separation
differences can be resolved by different absorption energy that will show up
in different absorption peaks. However, the transition process of photon
occurs in UV-Vis-NIR range. The first (E11) and second (E22) electronic
transitions of bulk SWNTs can be distinguished by the optical absorption
spectroscopy. Due to bundle formation of nanotubes, the E11 peak is broaden
28
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E11 E22 
Figure 1.15: Kataura plot of nanotube diameter correlated with band gap
energy (energy separation) of various chiralities (left), and an example of
absorption spectrum of dispersed SWNTs synthesized from HiPco process.
Kataura plot is reproduced from http://www.photon.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
index.html.
and cannot be easily resolved because of nanotube population. The mean
diameter of bulk SWNTs is, therefore, evaluated from the E11 and E22
transitions by comparative with Kataura plot [37]. However, well resolvable
of the E11 transition can be seen in dispersed nanotubes. Figure 1.15 (right
panel) shows optical spectrum of dispersed SWNTs synthesized by HiPco
process, which can be simply obtained by dispersing nanotubes using sodium
deoxycholate (DOC) as a surfactant (see more detail in Section 1.4.2.2).
The E11 and E22 and M11 electronic transitions are well resolved. The
presence of different chirality can be assigned. Therefore, optical absorption
spectroscopy can efficiently give information about the structure of SWNTs
and their mean diameter.
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1.3.2.3 Photoluminescence Excitation spectroscopy
In semiconducting materials, photons can be absorbed (electromagnetic
radiation) and re-radiated again. This can be expressed as an excitation to
a higher energy state before returning to a lower energy state accompanied
by the emission of a photon, called photoluminescence (PL), which is used
to measure purity and crystalline quality of semiconductors. On the other
hand, no excitonic luminescence can be produced in metallic materials
in which electron is excited resulting in optical absorption, but hole is
immediately filled by another electron out of many available in metal.
Thus, PL cannot be used for metallic materials because of lack of exciton
production. The simplest PL processes are resonant radiations, in which
photon of a particular wavelength is absorbed, and an equivalent photon is
immediately emitted. This process involves no significant internal energy
transitions of the chemical between absorption and emission. Interestingly,
when the chemical undergoes to internal energy transitions before re-emitting
the energy from the absorption event, the fluorescence will be occurred.
Many kinds of PL are existed depending upon the aspect of fluorescence.
Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) is also one of methods. This
PL is a very sensitive technique to resolve overlapping absorption signals
of defects, or to distinguish emission signals by their different time decay
features, where the sample is excited with a light pulse and then the decay in
PL with respect to time is measured. This technique is useful in measuring
the minority carrier lifetime of semiconductors for elements in group of
III-V.
Another specialized form of PL is phosphorescence, in which the energy
from absorbed photons undergoes intersystem crossing into a state of higher
spin multiplicity, usually a triplet state. Once the energy is trapped in the
triplet state, transition back to the lower singlet energy states is quantum
mechanically forbidden, meaning that it occurs much slower than other
transitions. The result is a slow process of radiative transition back to the
singlet state, sometimes lasting minutes or hours. This is the basis for “glow
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in the dark” substances. In addition, another form of PL which is also well
known, is photoluminescence excitation (PLE). In the case of material as
SWNT, this PLE is used as powerful and efficiency method to characterize
electrical, optical properties, specific tube structure, and chirality of SWNTs
because of its special 1D structures and vHSs.
As stated before, PL measurement has some optical limitations that it
can be used to characterize semiconductors. Thus, PLE is also limited for
only semiconducting nanotubes (i.e. not fluoresce with metallic nanotubes)
and small-diameter SWNTs. When the incident light is passed through
Figure 1.16: The photoluminescence excitation (PLE) map of dispersed
SWNTs synthesized from HiPco process which is described by the density
of electronic states in which electron is excited by photon with excitation
energy of E22 before decaying to the first electronic transition with emission
transitions equal to E11.
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the SWNT sample, light will be absorbed by electron at photon energy of
the E22 (v2 → c2), which will create an exciton (electron-hole pair). An
excited electron and hole will relax and back to the lowest energy state (i.e.
E11) with emitted photon energy near energy of the E11 (v1 → c1) before
recombining of electron-hole pair at the lowest energy state. Meaning that
both energy transitions will be changed with different chiralities. Thus, in
PLE map, each distinct peak corresponds to emission from the first electronic
band gap (E11) of a semiconducting nanotube as shown in horizontal axis,
which has first been excited to the second band gap (E22) in vertical axis.
Each peak also corresponds to specific chirality of SWNT that shows up
with different peak intensity corresponding to population of that chirality
as shown in Figure 1.16. PLE spectroscopy also correlates with optical
absorption spectroscopy in which optical transition can be characterized in
the same way. However, PLE signal is reduced as increasing aggregation
of individual nanotubes in which PLE signal is quenched due to bundle
formation [38]. Even though it is difficult to characterize nanotube bundles,
PLE spectra could be observed in some cases [39–42].
1.3.3 Photoemission spectroscopy
An electron can be taken out by photo-induced photon energy when inci-
dent photon energy is greater than electron binding energy as known as
photoemission, which was later on explained by Einstien with photoelectric
effect [43]. Once photon with energy of hν is absorbed by an electron in a
solid which are very close to the surface, an electron with absorbed energy
greater than summation of binding energy (B.E.) and workfunction of a
solid (φ) will be lifted above a vacuum level with certain kinetic energy
(K.E.), which is simply given by K.E. = hν −B.E.− φ.
The same photoemission event can occur with an x-ray photon in which
photons are produced from x-ray beam so called x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS). In XPS measurement as shown in Figure 1.17, photo-emitted
electrons excited from x-ray beam and leaving from surface in ultra-high
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Figure 1.17: An artistic impression of photoemission event in which an
photo-emitted electron is excited by x-ray photon energy (left) and raised
up from K -shell to vacuum level with the energy of hν (right). The figure
in right panel is reproduced from http://www.texample.net/.
vacuum (UHV) will be collected by detector. It is basically measured to
term of photonelectron intensity and bind energy, which is characteristic of
core electron for each element. Each peak in XPS spectrum corresponds
to electron configurations within the atom (e.g. 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s,. . . ), and
represents number of photo-emitted electrons from the element at a certain
binding energy. Atomic percentage value can be calculated by dividing
signal intensity (or peak area) by relative sensitivity factor and normalized
overall with elements detected, and is dependent of atomic cross section of
each atom. It is, therefore, a surface analysis technique which is useful for
elemental identification, chemical state, relative composition, and valence
band structure in surface scale.
XPS can also be used to identify carbon hybridization in carbon materials.
Graphite is carbon material consisting of sp2 hybridization. On the other
hand, nanodiamond or amorphous carbon has sp3 hybridization which has
higher binding energy. Hence, C1s peaks will show up in different peak
position (i.e. different binding energy). In case of clean SWNTs (Figure 1.18),
an sp2 C configuration is basically the only hybridization presented in the
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Figure 1.18: An example of x-ray photoelectron spectrum showing a clean
survey scan spectrum and C1s core level of sp2 from SWNTs (inset).
sample that gives rise to a strong asymmetric Doniach-Šunjić lineshape [44]
of C1s core level at about 284–287 eV with a weak broad peak of pi-pi∗
transition at about 290 eV.
1.3.4 Near-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is method used to characterize elec-
tronic structure in crystal materials by exciting electrons in conduction
band with photon energy from x-ray. X-ray is generally from Synchotron
which can provides tunable high energy x-ray beam. The encounter high
energy photon have to be adequate to lift electron from core shell into the
conduction band. Another electron from valence band will later on fall in
the electron hole in the atomic core shell. While valence band electron is
falling down, the photon energy will be released and transferred to the third
electron the outer shell prior to exciting into a vacuum state so call Auger
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Figure 1.19: Schematic representation of the Auger process in near-edge
x-ray absorption. Lost electron is refilled again by additional electron, which
is used to measured at different photon energy. The figure of absorption
fine structure is reproduced from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-ray_
absorption_spectroscopy.
electron. The Auger electron is also measurable as a function of photon
energy which is highly surface sensitive, similar to XPS. Upon photo energy
hits on the sample in which conductive sample is required, it can either make
transmission through the sample or yield photoelectrons leaving from sample,
which causes the loss in photoelectrons depending on absorption coefficient.
Since sample is conducting, loss in photoelectrons can be compensated by
applying current through the sample. This can be accurately performed and
measurable in term of drain current as illustrate in Figure 1.19.
The absorption close to the absorption edge additionally gives the largest
variations in the intense and narrow resonance of x-ray absorption, resulting
in fine structure of the sample. Hence, The so-called near-edge x-ray absorp-
tion fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) is used to identify absorption
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Figure 1.20: An example of near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEX-
AFS) spectrum of VA-SWNTs with polarization-dependent x-ray absorption.
The figure is reproduced with permission from [45], Copyright c© 2007 by
John Wiley & Sons.
edge structure. The NEXAFS can also give an information of σ-σ∗ and pi-pi∗
transitions of the sample, unlike XPS in which σ-σ∗ transition cannot be
seen. These σ and pi orbitals are dependent of polarization of the linear
x-ray beam. They can be, therefore, clearly revealed using polarized x-ray
beam which is one importance aspect of NEXAFS. Figure 1.20 shows an
example of polarization dependence of C1s of VA-SWNTs in NEXAFS. The
pi and σ signal response to their orientations.
1.3.5 Electron microscope
Electron microscopy is widely used in many fields of studies because of its
necessity. It is often used to examine morphology or thorough information
of samples. There are many kinds of electron microscopy depending on
purpose of studies, but their principles are basically similar, in which electron
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5 µm 
Figure 1.21: The principal of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging
emitted secondary electrons from SWNT sample. The schematic of SEM is
reproduced from http://www.texample.net/.
beam is used to image morphology or structure of sample. The resolution
of electron microscope can be from low to high resolution depending on
desired magnification, which can be reach to 100 000× depending on type
of microscopes. One of the most common electron microscope is scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), in which images are produced by scanning an
electron beam over a sample in a raster pattern cross surface, and then
detecting the scattered secondary electrons, the emitted electrons from the
surface are recorded as shown in Figure 1.21. The image is then shown in
3D image. However, the electron beam is not projected through the whole
sample area. This generates a lower-resolution image, but allows the direct
mapping of surface features. Another kind of SEM, which can improve
resolution, is a field emission SEM (FE-SEM) by using a field emitter to
obtain an intense electron beam.
Besides there is another kind of electron microscope Figure 1.22 that is
capable of even higher magnification (over 1 000 000×). Instead of detecting
scattered electrons from sample, it rather detecting electrons that have
passed through the sample (transmission). A microscope operating on this
principle is called a transmission electron microscope, or TEM. This is
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10 nm
1 nm
Figure 1.22: The principal of transmission election microscope (TEM)
in which the dispersed SWNTs are imaged by excited electrons passing
through the sample (blue), and a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of
individual SWNT showing nanotube wall and carbon atom network (red).
The schematic of TEM is reproduced from http://www.texample.net/.
accomplished by accelerating electrons to high energies (typically > 100 keV)
and special process of sample preparation so that it is thin enough for the
incident electrons to pass through, and the resulting pattern of electron
transmission and absorption is magnified onto a viewing screen. The image
generated is, however, a 2D map of the sample’s density, which can be used
to map topography in thin samples. A good TEM is capable of atomic
resolution, thus gives an extremely accurate picture of the crystal structure
of a material, which can be even performed at high resolution (HRTEM) and
can give reliable statistical information, diameter and chirality distribution
of SWNT, and impurities inside sample. The HRTEM image of SWNTs
produced from alcohol is shown in Figure 1.22 (red). The single-layered
tube wall, C-C bond length, and chirality can be identified from the image.
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1.4 Synthesis and bulk SWNTs
1.4.1 Synthesis of SWNTs
Synthesis of zero-dimension (0D) bucky fullerenes in 1985 by R. E. Smalley’s
research group [46] was the major breakthrough for future generations of
carbon in which they were awarded to the Nobel prize in chemistry in
1996. Soon after discovering 0D carbon, it again amazed all researchers
with discovering missing 1D carbon known as carbon nanotube in 1993 by
Iijima [47]. By meanwhile, there were many attempts to study on single-
walled structure along with many reports on experimental study. SWNTs
were discovered by Iijima and Ichihashi [47, 48] in 1993, following their
discovery, higher quality of SWNTs with a few defects, such as the arc
discharge [49] and laser over method [50] methods could be produced. By
meanwhile, they could not be produced in required scale for most experiments.
Another simple new method was developed again by H. Dai and coworkers
at R. Smalley’s laboratory at Rice University by producing SWNTs with
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [51], in which carbon monoxide (CO) was
used as a carbon source for CVD growth that reacted with metal catalyst
particles inside a heated reactor. Because of its simple and controllable, this
method became the most common for SWNT production. In the late 1990, it
was the first time that gram-scale quantities of SWNTs could be synthesized
with high reproducibility by synthesizing at high pressure using the same
CO as carbon source by the same research group. This process was a high-
pressure disproportional reaction of CO (HiPco) [2] due to synthesis method.
This process was popular and widely used at many laboratories in the
world, and had been become important and many significant advancements.
The 2D carbon allotrope as graphene, on the other hand, has been finally
discovered by A. Geim and K. Novoselov in 2004 [4, 5] in which they were
awarded to the Nobel prize in 2010. It seems that carbon nanotube research
has been faded upon graphene was discovered. Still, impressive properties of
carbon nanotube have aroused many researchers to continue researching on
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nanotube. Carbon nanotube has been proven to be much more wonderful
1D material. Nevertheless, many challenges in nanotechnology still need to
be improved and investigated.
1.4.2 Alcohol-catalytic CVD
With the variety of synthesis methods on SWNT production, impurities
of as-synthesized product (i.e. amorphous carbon, multi-walled carbon
nanotubes, and catalyst particles) always come along with nanotube for-
mation. Nevertheless, this problem was minimized when alcohol was used
as the carbon feedstock gas [52]. The nanotubes synthesized from alcohol
contain less impurities with high percentage of SWNT existing. Once al-
cohol (i.e. ethanol) is decomposed, the OH radical in ethanol reacts with
carbon molecules that have dangling bonds and etches them away, resulting
in less amorphous carbon [3, 52]. The so-called alcohol catalytic chemical
vapor deposition (ACCVD) has become one of the most popular methods
with low-cost and high-purity of SWNTs. The understanding of growth
mechanism on ACCVD process is, however, not yet well explored. Conse-
quently, the reaction of a carbon-containing molecule with a metal catalyst
particle before precipitating a nanotube in the general CVD process is still
10 μm 50 μm
Figure 1.23: Example of different morphology of SWNTs synthesized from
ethanol: vertical align (left panel), and horizontal align (right panel).
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being investigated by many different methods, including molecular dynamics
simulations [53].
Many properties of SWNT are anisotropic, thus control over the orienta-
tion is highly desirable for exploiting these anisotropic properties. Controlling
over the diameter of nanotubes during synthesis is, therefore, one of crucial
purposes to meet a requirement for high performance application. Another
key parameter correlated to anisotropic properties of nanotubes, is their
morphology. In all of synthesis methods together with advance in nanotube
research, many forms of nanotube morphology can be successfully synthe-
sized such as random structure, vertically aligned [54], and horizontally
aligned [55–57] SWNTs as shown in Figure 1.23. The combined simple and
lost-cost ACCVD with catalyst deposition processes allow us to investigate
key parameters that affect on nanotube diameter and their morphology as
the following Section.
1.4.2.1 Catalyst loading
A liquid dip-coating process [58] was firstly introduced to produce verti-
cal aligned fashion of SWNTs. It is an easy and simple process by just
dip-coating substrate into catalyst solution. Initially, cobalt (Co) acetate
[(CH3COOH)2Co·4H2O] and molybdenum (Mo) acetate [(CH3COOH)2Mo]
with desired metal concentration of 0.01wt.% each – depending on desired
morphology – were dissolved in each batches of 40 g ethanol. The catalyst
loading was performed by submerging an optically fused quartz, and/or
silicon substrates into a separated catalyst solution batches. Once substrate
was immersed into Mo-acetate solution for 3min, it was then withdrawn from
the solution at speed of 4 cm/min−1, and baked in air at 400◦C for 5min to
remove the acetate and oxidize the metals prior to reproducing this process
with the Mo-coated substrate with Co-acetate solution as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.24. The resulting dip-coated and oxidized metal catalysts on substrate
are nearly uniform with mono-dispersed catalyst particles 105 particles/µm2
with diameters of approximately 1.5 nm [59]. Furthermore, formation of
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Figure 1.24: Schematic of dip-coating process.
oxide after baking resists and prevents agglomeration of catalysts on the
substrate surface at high temperature (growth temperature, e.g. 800◦C).
Another catalyst loading used to gain high yield and reduced the diame-
ter of SWNTs, is impregnation process. With this process, the morphology
of nanotubes can no longer be controlled in the vertical orientation. The
catalyst powder was prepared by using impregnation of Co and iron (Fe) cat-
alysts. The preparing process is followed previous report [3, 52], which was
developed from the procedure originally presented by Shinohara research
group [60, 61]. Co-acetate (105.7mg) and iron acetate [(CH3CO2)2Fe]
(77.8mg) were dissolved in 40mL of ethanol along with 1 g of USY-type
zeolite powder (TOSOH Corp. HSZ-390HUA, over 99%SiO2). The concen-
tration of each metal species over the total catalyst powder is 2.5 wt.%. The
mixture was bath sonicated for 1 h. It was then dried in a oven at 80◦C for
24 h to remove ethanol solvent. The resultant brown powder was ground
into fine powder by a mortar and stored in oven at 80◦C for future use.
1.4.2.2 SWNT dispersion
Characterization process can be in general performed on as-synthesized
SWNT samples. Some of optical processes are, however, restricted to
individual nanotubes or small nanotube bundles, which allow to access
important details of nanotube structures (i.e. diameter, chirality). In pho-
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toluminescence process, bundling effect can incur an exciton recombination
that quenches photoluminescence signal which the electronic transition of
SWNTs cannot be seen. On the other hand, it can be observed from the op-
tical absorption spectroscopy even in bulk nanotube sample, but no specific
chiralities can be observed. In order to overcome this problem, debundling
process is necessary to individualize nanotube sample. Thus, liquid-based
process is required for homogeneously dispersion. Additionally, it also allows
carbon nanotubes to be applied for some applications such as, thin film
fabrication [62–64], or solution-based field effect transistor (FET) [65–67].
Dispersion is generally required for the early step of nanotube separation
process [68–70], which can be simply performed by dispersing nanotube
sample in solution (D2O, H2O, etc.) with desired surfactants that act as
stabilizer. Efficient surfactants are usually sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate
(SDBS), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sodium deoxycholate (SDC). Carbon
nanotube solution after mixing with 0.1% DOC, for example, will be mildly
sonicated to dissolve surfactant, and debundled by ultrasonicating before
centrifugating to removed undesired nanotube bundle that stay on the
bottom part of dispersion. The supernatant is finally extracted for further
characterization or applications.
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Chapter 2
Nitrogen-doped SWNTs
The nanotube properties are in general difficult to control as they are
pristine with broad diameter distribution. Even though they can be modified
by indirect diameter tuning, the electrical property is still not suitable
for some specific applications. Some other methods to isolate individual
SWNTs for electrical fabrication have, therefore, been recognized as nanotube
separation [68–70]. In order to separate nanotubes into each chirality, the
SWNT sample needs to be firstly dispersed with surfactant, ultrasonicated,
and centrifuged before passing through density-gradient process [70]. The
separation process seems to be well expected for the future electronic device
fabrication, the resultant SWNTs from this process are, however, found to
be defective and shortened due to incorporation of surfactants and strong
cutting effect from ultrasonication. Thus, another possible way beside
separation is direct post-treatment by chemical doping to modify charge
transfer state [16–18]. The doping process can also be performed during
growth process by introducing any carbon feedstocks containing desired
dopants which introduce heteratoms into carbon lattice, while nanotubes
are growing [71–73].
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2.1 Electronic states of N-doping SWNTs
Simultaneous doping during synthesis generally requires dopants which have
suitable atomic sizes as carbon atom depending upon desired electronic
structures, for instance p-type, feedstocks are often chosen to contain boron
(B) which always need one more electron to fulfill its stable bonding in the sp2
carbon network. Electronic modification as p-type behavior can be, however,
easily observed in the presence of atmosphere due to their sensitivity to
oxygen [74]. Nitrogen (N), on the other hand, has brought considerable
attention on carbon materials [75–80], including graphene [81–84] for n-type
characteristic in which N has one more free electron that exhibits electron
donor behavior that has become one of envisioned motivation in nanotube
field. Meanwhile, incorporation of N in carbon nanotube or graphene can
also enhance adsorption reactivity that have been investigated on oxygen
reduction and gas sensor applications [85–90].
It has become more attractive when N configuration incorporated into sp2
carbon network can turn into many different configurations during synthesis,
resulting in different intrinsic properties (Figure 2.1). Nitrogen-doping can be
defined as nitrogen is incorporated into sp2 carbon network. It was found that
there are three main nitrogen configurations in sp2 carbon network are which
may occur as (i) pyridinic, (ii) graphitic (substitution, sp2), and (iii) pyrrolic
nitrogen structures. Figure 2.1 shows variety of nitrogen configurations
in sp2 graphene structure. These three structures affect on electronic and
transport properties differently. In the pyridic structure of nitrogen, nitrogen
atom is two-fold coordinated, and contribute one p electron to the pi band.
The hybridization of pyrrolic nitrogen structure is similar to that of pyridinic
one, but nitrogen atom is formed sp3 coordination, and two p electrons will
stay at the pi state. Note that it is not necessary for nitrogen to stay in a
five-membered ring as pyrrolic structure. Since electrons suit the pi state,
these two configurations of nitrogen doping, therefore, exhibit as electron
acceptor or p-type doping for pyridinic configuration, and neutral for pyrrolic
configuration. On the other hand, the one electron suit the pi∗ state when
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Figure 2.1: Illustrated nitrogen configurations-dependent electronic proper-
ties of nitrogen-incorporated SWNTs.
carbon atom is replaced (substituted) with nitrogen atom in the network (i.e.
sp2 formation). Meaning that three electrons contribute to σ bonds with
three surrounding carbon atoms, left only one unused electron in the pi state.
This free electron is, however, forced to occupy the pi∗ state, resulting in the
localized states (impurity level) above the Fermi level [78, 91, 92], which
acts as electron donor. The substitutional nitrogen is, therefore, expected
to have the n-type characteristic as observed in carbon nanotubes [92] and
graphene [81, 83, 84].
However, depending on predominance of existing nitrogen configurations,
nitrogen doping can cause a change in electronic property as p- or n-type.
Figure 2.2 show an example of n-type characteristic of the σ∗ observed
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in the N site incorporated sp2 C lattices of single-layered graphene [84].
Although an incorporation of nitrogen heteroatom can create the impurity
level to upshift or downshift close to conduction and valence bands, due to
electric dipole moment the electron back backscattering from the dopant
states is increased, which causes a lower in conductance, especially pyridinic
site [78, 93], and decrease in mean free path [94].
2.2 Doping-dependent diameter change
Synthesis of N-doped carbon nanotubes have been studied by many different
synthesis processes [95–104]. While carbon nanotubes are being synthesizing,
nitrogen can either leave the system or incorporate into a network of sp2
carbon structure as pyridic, substitutional, or pyrrolic sites. It has been
suggested that N-doped carbon nanotubes are in general contributed as
bamboo shape by pyrrolic contribution [103] with minority of substitutional,
and pyrrolic structures. The content of nitrogen incorporated in carbon
nanotube walls is dependent of the solubility of nitrogen in the catalyst at
growth temperature [96]. Although this nitrogen content is proportional to
N-containing feedstock concentration, most of nitrogens do not contribute
in nanotube formation [98, 104].
While nitrogen doping seem to induce more defective than pristine
undoped carbon nanotubes [71], nitrogen incorporation causes the diameter
change. As nitrogen is incorporated or doped during growth process, tube
diameter seems to be changed in the presence of more nitrogen source but
the reason for constrained nitrogen content remains unclear. An slight
increasing in the mean SWNT diameters from 1.6 to 1.67 nm has been
previously shown by just introducing 500 ppm of ammonia with carbon
feedstock [105]. It should be noted that ammonia (NH3) can also act as
etching agent for carbon nanotubes or nanofibers [106]. It is in this case
plausible that ammonia may selectively etch away small-diameter SWNTs
presented in the sample. Contrarily, a mean diameter tends to be reduced
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Figure 2.2: (a, b)X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of the C1s (left) and
N1s (right) absorption edges show clear pi∗ and σ∗ resonances of carbon
and nitrogen in N-doped graphene, indicating electron-donor state of incor-
porated N confirmed by the density functional theory (DFT) calculation
(d), and (c) polarization dependence of pi∗ state of C edge indicates in-plane
orientation in graphene. The figure is reproduced with permission from [84],
Copyright c© 2012 by The American Physical Society.
when feedstock used contains nitrogen radical. A reduction in diameter
was found in N-doped SWNTs when acetonitrile concentration in ethanol
is increased with the maximum nitrogen content of ∼ 1.5± 0.02 at.% [107].
Similar work has also been reported on the same acetonitrile feedstock [108].
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Ibrahim and co-workers [108] found a significantly change in nanotube mean
diameter from 1.8 to 0.86 nm when acetonitrile mixtures were 0 and 100%.
The nitrogen content was in this case ∼ 2 at.% in maximum. As the SWNT
diameter decreases, the energy formation seems to favor pyridinic-divacancy
configuration rather than forming substitutional nitrogen site to lower the
energy formation [109], while substitutional nitrogen configuration seems
to be more favorable in graphene [83, 84]. Further studies on nitrogen
configuration-controlled process consequently need to be deserved to identify
dopant configuration and electronic property in SWNTs.
Even though there have been many intensive studies on growth mecha-
nism of pristine nanotubes (undoped) either from experimentally or theorit-
ically, it is still explicitly unclear due to the complexity of carbon feedstock
and the interaction of catalyst to active molecules. It is even more sophisti-
cated when nitrogen is presented in the precursor. Growth process can either
occur via based or root growth mechanisms. For N-doped carbon nanotubes,
it generally responsible to growth of bamboo-like morphology that can occur
via based growth [110, 111] or root growth processes [112]. This simple
mechanisms can be easily observed by how carbon material are growing. The
further detailed growth mechanism is, however, still under discussion. It has
been assumed that a precursor is dissociated at the catalyst before C and N
prior to cracking CN bond [111]. This may imply the reason why there is
the presence of nitrogen gas inside carbon materials [113–117]. Simulation
results at the first stage of N-doped carbon nanotube growth [118–121] seem
to shade light to a more clear image of how nitrogen act at the catalyst, but
further studies on the role of nitrogen needs to be addressed.
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Synthesis of small-diameter
VA-SWNTs
3.1 Introduction
The ability to tune the electrical and optical properties of SWNTs is a long-
standing goal of nanotube synthesis. SWNTs synthesized by conventional
methods are inherently devoid of chirality control. However, their electronic
properties may be controlled indirectly by narrowing the diameter range
to confine the number of possible chiralities. Supporting materials and
templates [1, 122–126] have been used to influence the diameter of SWNTs
via catalyst morphology or cap formation [127], although these nanotubes
still require additional post-processing in order to extract them from the
supporting (powder) materials. A potentially non-templated approach
to control the nanotube diameter is by the choice of carbon feedstock,
such as carbon monoxide [1, 122], ethanol (EtOH) [123], methane [128],
acetylene [129], ethylene [130], or other organic chemical sources [131].
Acetonitrile (AcN;CH3CN) has been used to synthesize nitrogen (N)-doped
carbon nanotubes [79, 90, 101, 107, 108, 132–135], and some groups have
reported a reduction in SWNT diameter due to the presence of nitrogen [107,
108]. Pint and co-workers [132] have also recently scaled up N-doped
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SWNT synthesis by a water-assisted approach using acetonitrile as the
C/N feedstock.
Here I employ pure and mixed EtOH and/or AcN feedstocks to grow
vertically aligned (VA-) SWNTs by no-flow CVD from Co/Mo binary catalyst.
The mean diameters of the VA-SWNTs synthesized from identically prepared
catalyst particles are as different as 2.1 nm for pure ethanol feedstock and
0.7 nm for pure AcN feedstock. If a mixed feedstock is employed, the atomic
nitrogen concentration saturates at 1.2 at.%. This saturation correlates with
the decrease in mean diameter.
3.2 Diameter modulation by acetonitrile
3.2.1 Synthesis of small-diameter VA-SWNTs
VA-SWNT arrays [54] were synthesized from Co/Mo binary catalyst by a
no-flow CVD process [136] using mixtures of acetonitrile and ethanol as the
carbon feedstock. This mixture was varied from 0% to 100% acetonitrile by
volume (hereafter just%), and all other parameters were kept unchanged as
reported in Ref. [136]. Catalyst was loaded onto fused quartz substrates by
dip-coating into separate solutions of Mo-acetate and Co-acetate dissolved
in ethanol (metal species content 0.01wt.% each). The process is based
on that described in Ref. [58]. During heating of the CVD system, the
Co/Mo binary catalyst were reduced under Ar containing 3%H2 at a flow
rate of 300 sccm and a pressure of 40 kPa. After reaching the growth
temperature of 800◦C in 25min, the system was evacuated and then sealed
before introducing 40µL of feedstock. The feedstock was introduced all
at once, but the vapor pressure soon stabilized at approximately 1.7 kPa.
The reaction time was 3min in all cases, and after synthesis the CVD
chamber was evacuated and cooled to room temperature while flowing
300 sccm Ar. As-grown VA-SWNT arrays were characterized by scanning
electron microcopy (SEM, 1 kV acceleration voltage, S-4800, Hitachi Co.,
Ltd.), UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy (UV-3150, Shimadzu Co., Ltd.)
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1 µm
200 nm
Figure 3.1: SEM images of a VA-SWNT array synthesized by no-flow CVD
using pure acetonitrile as a feedstock. Adapted with permission from [137],
Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
and resonance Raman spectroscopy (Chromex 501is with Andor DV401-FI)
using excitation wavelengths of 488 and 633 nm. For transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2000EX operating at 120 kV), the SWNTs were
dispersed in ethanol and the dispersion was dropped onto Cu microgrids. For
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, PHI5000 VersaProbe, 1.486 keV),
VA-SWNT arrays were transferred [138] onto a Si wafer (50 nm oxide layer)
and heated to 250◦C for 10min to dehydrate the sample. For further UV-
Vis-NIR and photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (PLE, HORIBA
Jobin Yvon Fluorolog iHR320, equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled GaAs
detector), SWNTs synthesized on USY-zeolite powder [3, 52] using mixed
feedstocks were dispersed in 5mL D2O with 1wt.% sodium deoxycholate
(DOC) surfactant. The fluorescence emission wavelength range was recorded
from 900 to 1400 nm, while the excitation wavelength was scanned from
500 to 850 nm in 5 nm steps. After bath sonication for 10min and an
additional 30min of ultrasonication (Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH UP400S
with H3/Micro Tip 3 at a power flux level of 400W·cm−2), the suspension
was centrifuged for 15min at 85 000 rpm (327 000g). Finally the supernatant
was extracted. The supernatant was also used for further XPS measurements
of a SWNT film formed by vacuum filtration [139]. The dispersed SWNT
film thickness was examined to be more than 30µm.
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3.2.2 Characterization of small-diameter VA-SWNTs
Ethanol (EtOH) is a well-established carbon source for SWNT synthesis [3,
52]. Figure 3.1 clearly shows the capability of AcN to act as a source for
VA-SWNT synthesis [54]. The film thickness is found to be thinner than for
VA-SWNTs synthesized from conventional alcohol catalytic CVD [52, 54].
TEM images in Figure 3.2 show clean SWNTs are obtained from both
pure EtOH (left) and pure AcN (right). In fact, no catalyst particles
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Figure 3.2: TEM micrographs of SWNTs grown from pure acetonitrile (AcN)
and pure ethanol (EtOH). The vastly different diameters are directly visible,
and shown by histrograms of SWNT diameter distributions obtained from
TEM observations of pure EtOH-grown and pure AcN-grown SWNTs with
the number of measurements N = 300 for each case. The observed mean
diameters are 2.1 ± 0.60nm and 1.0 ± 0.32nm for pure EtOH and pure
AcN, respectively. TEM images are adapted with permission from [140],
Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
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Figure 3.3: (a)Optical absorption spectra of as-grown VA-SWNTs synthe-
sized with different feedstocks show a dramatic difference in the first optical
transition energies ES11 [140], and (b) shows optical absorption spectra from
SWNTs dispersed in D2O using DOC as a surfactant. Adapted with per-
mission from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier, and permission from [137],
Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
were encountered during TEM observations. Visual inspection of TEM
micrographs show significantly narrower SWNTs are synthesized from pure
acetonitrile feedstock.
Optical absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.3. The first optical
transitions (ES11) are observed at 2250 nm (0.55 eV) and 1000 nm (1.24 eV)
for pure ethanol-grown (Et-) and pure acetonitrile-grown (Ac-) SWNTs,
respectively. The mean diameters of the samples were evaluated using
the empirical Kataura plot reported in [141], and are 2.1 and 0.8 nm for
Et-SWNTs and Ac-SWNTs, respectively (see diameter evaluation in Sec-
tion 3.3.3). The mean diameters evaluated from optical absorption are
in agreement with that made from TEM images (Figure 3.2) indicate a
reduction in mean diameter from 2.1± 0.60nm to 1.0± 0.32nm when the
feedstock was changed from pure EtOH to pure AcN.
Figure 3.4a shows resonance Raman spectra of as-grown SWNTs syn-
thesized from both ethanol and acetonitrile. The diameters were evaluated
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from the RBM region using the following empirical relation [141],
ωRBM =
217.8
d
+ 15.7, (3.1)
where ωRBM is the Raman shift of the RBM peaks, and d is nanotube
diameter in nm. In the empirical Kataura plot [141] the 488 and 514 nm
energies excite the first metallic resonance of 0.8 nm Ac-SWNTs. The 633 nm
excitation wavelength excites the semiconducting resonance in Ac-SWNTs.
For 2.1 nm Et-SWNTs all three excitations lie in the intermingled bands of
ES33 and ES44 optical transitions. The strong BWF lineshape in the G-band of
Ac-SWNTs for 488 and 514 nm excitation is a hallmark of metallic resonance
as seen in Figure 3.4b. The position of the G+-band is 1594 cm-1 for all
excitations in both samples. RBM peaks confirm selective resonances with
diameters between 0.8 and 1.0 nm in Ac-SWNTs and between 1.2 and 2.3 nm
in Et-SWNTs.
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Figure 3.4: (a)Resonance Raman spectra obtained using three different
excitation wavelengths from acetonitrile (AcN-) and ethanol (EtOH-) grown
SWNTs, and (b)Kataura plot showing an distinguishable electronic behav-
iors at 488 and 633 nm excitation energies. Reproduced with permission
from [137], Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
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In the metallic resonance at 488 nm excitation, a large increase in D-
band intensity is observed for Ac-SWNTs (Figure 3.4a). The G/D ratios
at this excitation wavelength in the Et- and Ac-SWNTs are 19.8 and 3.2,
respectively. For 633 nm excitation, the G/D ratios in the pure AcN-grown
and pure EtOH-grown SWNTs are 4.3 and 16.7, respectively. The large
D-band is primarily due to defects corresponding to lattice distortion of kink
structures observed by TEM (Figure 3.2). The higher curvature of small-
diameter Ac-SWNTs [33] may contribute to the large D-band. The linear
dependence of D-band frequency dispersion on excitation laser energy (E laser)
has been previously reported [33]. Reference [33] also reports a downshift
of the D-band frequency for narrow-diameter SWNTs. We observed an
offset of 10 cm-1 in D-band frequency in Ac-SWNTs for all three E laser
measurements (Figure 3.4). We also observe an offset of 41 cm-1 in G′-band
frequency (Figure 3.10c). This is in agreement with Raman studies on
different diameter sizes of inner and outer walls in double-walled CNTs [142].
PLE maps of dispersed Ac-SWNTs and Et-SWNTs are presented in
Figure 3.5. Each peak in the PLE map corresponds to an ES22 absorption
and an ES11 emission by one semiconducting chirality. For Ac-SWNTs the
peak intensities are clustered at shorter excitation and emission wavelengths,
whereas in Et-SWNTs they are strongest at longer wavelengths. The mark-
ings for individual chiralities in Figure 3.5 reveal clear-cut differences in
the relative population between dispersed Ac-SWNTs and Et-SWNTs. The
peak positions are found to be indistinguishable. The strongest peaks for
Ac-SWNTs stem from (6,5), (8,3), (7,5), and (7,6) nanotubes, whereas
(8,6),(8,7), (7,6) and (7,5) nanotubes are dominant for Et-SWNTs. The
diameters accessible by PLE mapping are limited by the narrow semicon-
ducting window and the centrifugation step, which enriches the population
of small-diameter SWNTs [143]. The shift in PLE intensities from longer
to shorter wavelengths for Et-SWNTs and Ac-SWNTs is therefore only
reminiscent of—but no longer quantitative to—the diameter shift from 2.1
to 0.8 nm in the as-grown Et-/Ac-SWNTs.
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Figure 3.5: Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) maps of acetonitrile (AcN)-
and ethanol (EtOH)-grown SWNTs measured from the same dispersed
SWNTs as measured in optical absorption (Figure 3.3b). Reproduced with
permission from [137], Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
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3.3 Diameter tailoring
3.3.1 Influence on flat substrate
The SEM micrographs in Figure 3.6 clearly demonstrate the viability of
pure acetonitrile and its mixtures for the synthesis of VA-SWNTs on flat
substrates. Thickness of nanotube film (yield) decreases with an increas-
ing of nitrogen feedstock, which may imply an influence of N containing
species on the reaction dynamics [118]. Note that there is a bright thin layer
observed on the top of 5%AcN-grown SWNT film, which may also be plau-
sibly caused by incompatible reaction of different feedstock decompositions.
Optical absorption spectra of as-grown VA-SWNT arrays (Figure 3.7) reveal
the change in the ES11 transition into small-diameter SWNTs by adding
acetonitrile into ethanol feedstock. The E11 position lies in between the E11
transition of pure ethanol (0%) and pure acetonitrile (100%). The mean
5 µm 5 µm 5 µm
% CH3CN concentration
0 5 100
Figure 3.6: SEM micrographs of VA-SWNT arrays synthesized by no-
flow CVD using different ethanol/acetonitrile mixed feedstocks (0, 5 and
100 vol.% acetonitrile, CH3CN). Reproduced with permission from [140],
Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
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Figure 3.7: Optical absorption spectra of a VA-SWNT arrays synthesized
from varied acetonitrile (AcN) concentrions from 1 vol.% to 75 vol.% indicate
the first optical transition E11 lies in between the E11 of pure acetonitrile
(100%) and pure ethanol (0%) as shown in Figure 3.3a.
diameters of VA-SWNTs (see Section 3.4) are therefore in between 2.1 and
0.7 nm when acetonitirile was added from 0% to 100%.
Figure 3.8 shows the RBM, D and G lines in resonant Raman spectra
measured using 488 and 633 nm laser excitations for different feedstock
mixtures. The RBM frequency again scales as the inverse of nanotube
diameter according to Equation 3.1 [141]. The D line is only Raman
active in the presence of lattice distortions. The splitting of the G line
into G+ and G− peaks is diameter dependent [30], and the G− is softened
in small-diameter SWNTs [144, 145] as observed with different nanotube
diameters (Figure 3.9). In these spectra, the large-diameter RBM peaks
at ∼190 cm−1 are predominant for marginal amounts of acetonitrile in the
feedstock. However, this peak begins to diminish and a new RBM peak at
∼280 cm−1 arises when the concentration of acetonitrile in the feedstock
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Figure 3.8: Resonance Raman spectra at 488 nm (left) and 633 nm (right)
excitations of VA-SWNT arrays grown using different acetonitrile (AcN)
concentrations. The tube diameter is evaluated from RBM peak positions
using the relation ωRBM = 217.8/d+ 15.7 [141]. Adapted with permission
from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
reaches 1%. After their sudden appearance, the small diameter RBM peaks
at ∼280 cm−1 grow gradually with increased acetonitrile concentrations in
the feedstock.
Here the smaller diameters exhibit a strong Fano resonance and the
larger diameters are purely in semiconducting resonance (see Figure 3.10a).
It can be clearly seen that the Fano resonance emerges with increasingly
small doses of acetonitrile. The position of the G+ line is 1594 cm−1 for
all samples and for both excitation wavelengths. The RBM peak positions
confirm selective resonances with diameters between 0.7 and 1.0 nm when
adequate amounts of acetonitrile are added to the feedstock, and diameters
between 1.2 and 2.3 nm for pure ethanol (Figure 3.8).
Linear scaling of the D line position with E laser and its diameter depen-
dence have been reported earlier [33]. Figure 3.10b shows a plot of the D line
frequencies against E laser. The dispersion of D band is due to electron-phonon
coupling when ∆k is in resonance with ∆q with E laser (∆k = ∆q) [146].
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Figure 3.9: High frequency Raman spectra at 488 nm excitation of VA-
SWNT arrays grown using different acetonitrile (AcN) concentrations show
enhanced splitting of G+ and G− due to diameter reduction.
The parallel dispersions for small-diameter pure AcN-grown SWNTs and
large-diameter pure EtOH-grown SWNTs are offset by 10 cm−1 with parallel
slopes of 57 cm−1/eV due to the diameter range differences. The structured
G′ lines of both samples were fitted using Lorentzian peaks. The G′ line
for the pure EtOH sample was empirically fitted using five peaks at 2615,
2642, 2663, 2680, and 2697 cm−1, whereas four peaks at 2616, 2635, 2661
and 2688 cm−1 were used for the pure AcN sample. The offset in the G′
line frequency (peak maximum) at 488 nm (Figure 3.10c) was found to be
41 cm−1 (from 2677–2636 cm−1).
These two distinct G′ positions have been observed as distinct compo-
nents in undoped double-walled carbon nanotubes [142], dispersed HiPco
SWNTs [147] and also N-doped SWNTs [148]. Reference [148] interprets
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Figure 3.10: (a) For 488 nm Raman excitation, the strong Fano lineshape
clearly increases with a marginal increase in the concentration of acetonitrile
(AcN) in the feedstock. (b) The D band frequency is found to have an offset
of 10 cm−1 for different E laser, and (c) a large shift in the G′ line frequency
is due to vastly different diameters (red and blue arrows represent G′ line
positions for pure AcN (100%) and pure EtOH (0%), respectively). Adapted
with permission from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
the n-type doping from substitutional N as the origin of the lower frequency
G′ peak, whereas in Ref. [147, 149] the two different G′ positions were
discussed as resonances of SWNTs with different diameters. As discussed in
Section 3.4 and Section 4, we also find a total of 1.2 at.% incorporated N in
the pure AcN-grown SWNTs based on XPS measurement. Therefore, in our
comparison of pure acetonitrile and ethanol samples intrinsic n-doping via
sp2 N and very different diameters with common resonances should be taken
into account. The relation between nanotube diameter and G′ frequency is
used according to the Equation 3.2 [149],
d ≈ 53.270Elaser − ωG′ + 2524 nm. (3.2)
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Figure 3.11: Resonance Raman spectra of as-grown SWNTs on zeolite
particles from various concentrations of mixed ethanol/acetonitrile (AcN)
feedstock. Adapted with permission from [150], Copyright c© 2012 by John
Wiley & Sons.
The mean diameters evaluated from G′ frequencies of 2635.5 cm−1 for
pure AcN and 2677.1 cm−1 for pure EtOH, are exactly 0.8 and 2.1 nm,
respectively which are in agreement with that evaluated from the optical
absorbance and TEM observation (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.2). By comparing
to the G′ spectra in Refs. [147–149] we conclude that the major effect is
the common resonances from SWNTs with vastly different diameters. An
additional influence of localized n-type doped N sites may be imposed on
the discrete chirality pattern of the structured G′ peaks in pure AcN and
pure EtOH samples.
3.3.2 Influence on zeolite
The small-diameter SWNT growth via the catalyst support has been well
established with alcohol CVD process [52, 54, 123]. With small certain
size of its pores, zeolite has been used as catalyst immobilizer at the pore
site [52, 54]. By lowering growth temperature [123], small diameter nanotube
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Figure 3.12: Optical absorption spectra of individualized SWNTs suspended
by DOC surfactant. SWNTs were synthesized with various concentrations
of mixed ethanol/acetonitrile (AcN) feedstock. Adapted with permission
from [150], Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
is more pronounced. However, controlling diameter of nanotubes on zeolite at
the same preferential growth temperature (i.e. 800◦C) by other parameters–
for instance, pressure, gas flow rate–seems to have less influence on the
catalyst agglomeration. Using acetonitrile as a feedstock, reduction in
SWNT diameter is thus rather expected.
Figure 3.11 shows the resonance Raman spectra of 488 and 633 nm
excitation wavelengths, indicating strong resonance of more narrow SWNTs
at higher concentration of acetonitrile mixtures along with predominance
in BWF lineshape observed at 488 nm excitation wavelength. The more
pronounced BWF lineshape implies a substantial increasing of the more
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Figure 3.13: PLE maps of individualized SWNTs synthesized from differ-
ent concentration of mixed feedstocks obtained from the same solution as
obtained in Figure 3.12. Reproduced with permission from [140], Copy-
right c© 2012, Elsevier.
narrow metallic SWNTs (see Figure 3.4b). Optical absorption spectra
of individualized SWNTs reveal narrow peaks stemming from individual
chiralities as shown in Figure 3.12. Figure 3.12 shows a shift towards smaller
diameters with increasing concentrations of AcN in the feedstock.
The diameter of SWNTs synthesized from Co/Fe catalysts on zeolite
powder [3, 52] using different mixed feedstock recipes was also found to be
smaller than for pure ethanol. The PLE maps of SWNT synthesized from
pure EtOH and mixed AcN/EtOH feedstocks are depicted in Figure 3.13. A
clear redistribution of spectral weight towards shorter emission and excitation
wavelength is observed with an increasing acetonitrile concentration. A
plot showing PLE peak area for different tube diameters is presented in
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Figure 3.14: Plot of normalized PLE peak areas versus tube diameter for
dispersed SWNTs synthesized on zeolite powder using different feedstock
mixtures (0 to 75 vol.% acetonitrile, AcN). The orange and blue arrows
represent increasing and decreasing abundance with increasing concentration
of AcN feedstock. Reproduced with permission from [140], Copyright c© 2012,
Elsevier.
Figure 3.14. The PLE spectra were obtained from micelle-suspended SWNTs
grown on zeolite support (see Figure 3.12), and the normalized peak area
was evaluated using the ratio of the area of each peak to the sum of the
total peak areas (A(n,m)/
∑
A(n,m)). Upon increasing the concentration of
acetonitrile in the feedstock, the abundance of (6,5) and (7,5) nanotubes
appears to increase, whereas the abundance decreases for (7,6) and (8,6)
nanotubes. This is in agreement with the absorbance spectra indicating
acetonitrile promotes the growth of small-diameter nanotubes.
The small-diameter selective growth from mixed feedstock proves the
viability of nitrogen, even a small fraction of acetonitrile was introduced.
All optical spectroscopic methods also show a consistent results on this
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finding (i.e. significant reduction in the mean diameter). The mean SWNT
diameter as small as ∼1 nm is produced with pure EtOH due to templated
catalyst particles during impregnation process by the nanoporous zeolite
morphology, which immobilizes the catalyst during growth process as stated
at the beginning of this section. With this pore size, SWNT diameter is
in this case restricted by pore size, so that the diameter cannot go larger
than 1 nm. However, the upper limit of nanotube diameter is shrunk in the
presence of nitrogen during growth process for the same batch of catalytic
power. There is in fact declining in yield for high concentrations of AcN as
observed in VA-SWNT growth (see Section 3.3.1). The detailed mechanism
of incorporated nitrogen to smaller diameters will be discussed in Section 5.
3.3.3 Evaluation of SWNT mean diameter
In general, the SWNT diameter can be optically or physically characterized
by TEM or spectroscopic methods. Even though TEM is a straightforward
approach to image a clear structure of nanotube, including diffraction
patterns of different chiralities, it can at the same time damage the nanotube
structure by strong acceleration voltage (knock-on damage) [151], which
is often used to image further detail of atomic lattice. On the other hand,
spectroscopic methods have been employed to characterize not only the mean
diameter and chirality, but also electronic property of SWNT. Therefore,
optical absorption spectroscopy provides a distinguishable optical transition
and more details on nanotube structure. As stated in Section 1.3.2, mean
diameter of SWNTs can be spectroscopically evaluated from the first optical
transition E11 [152], while resonance Raman spectroscopy requires many
excitation energies [141, 153]. In a combined optical transition relation
with resonance Raman results [153], the following empirical relation can be
obtained,
Eii(p, dt) = βp cos
3θ
d2t
+ ap
dt
[
1 + b log cdt
p
]
, (3.3)
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Figure 3.15: UV-Vis-NIR spectra of VA-SWNTs grown from acetonitrile
(AcN) and ethanol (EtOH). The black dashed lines represent exponential
and hyperbolic background contributions for the case of AcN and EtOH,
respectively, and the lower spectra are after background subtraction. Mean
diameters were determined from the empirical relation of electronic transition
energy (red and blue dashed lines) to be 0.7 and 2.1 nm, respectively (see
text). Reproduced with permission from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
where βp is 0.05 and −0.07 for ES11 (p=1) and ES22 (p=2), respectively.
a=1.049 eV·nm, b=0.456 and c=0.812 nm-1, while tube diameter in nm
(dt) with chiral angle θ (from 0 to 30◦) are considered here, which are
expressed in term of chirality (n,m) according to the following equations,
dt =
√
3ac−c
pi
√
n2 +m2 + nm,
θ = cos−1
(
2n+m
2
√
n2 +m2 + nm
)
.
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Considering interval of minimum diameter of 0.5 nm and maximum
diameter of 3 nm, number of possible chiralities in this diameter range
is calculated to be 299 chiralities. The Lorentzian function with Cauchy
distribution in Equation 3.4 was used to fit within possible chiralities.
f(x;µ,Γ) = 1
piΓ
[
1 +
(
x− µ
Γ
)2] = 1pi
[
Γ
(x− µ)2 + Γ2
]
(3.4)
Figure 3.15 shows an example of the mean diameter evaluation for both
Et- and Ac-SWNTs, which is determined using the empirical relation de-
scribed in Equation 3.3. In either SWNTs dispersed in aqueous solution or
solid bundled, a lifetime broadening Γ of 65 meV was used [154]. However,
background contribution of metallic nanotubes in the optical absorption
spectra has to be considered. In these cases, the exponential and hyper-
bolic background contributions are used for acetonitrile and ethanol cases,
respectively. The positions and widths of the ES11 and ES22 peaks are repro-
duced by diameter distributions centered at 0.7 and 2.1 nm with full-width
half-maxima (FWHM) of 0.24 and 0.6 nm for pure acetonitrile-grown and
ethanol-grown SWNTs, respectively. The resulting mean diameters are
consistent with that observed by TEM (Figure 3.2).
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3.4 Nitrogen-doped SWNTs
XPS spectra of VA-SWNTs on flat substrates synthesized from mixed feed-
stock are shown in Figure 3.16. The survey scans in the inset show a strong
C1s peak and a weaker O1s peak. The sp2 C1s peaks show an asymmetric
Doniach-Šunjić lineshape. The well-established [100, 108, 155] binding en-
ergy of the C1s at 284.6 eV is used for calibration. The chemical shifts of
different bonding environments of incorporated N give rise to one narrow peak
at 404.2 eV and a broadened peak at 400.8 eV. The broad peak at 400.8 eV
corresponds to sp2 and pyridinic N configurations, and the narrow peak
at 404.2 eV corresponds to molecular nitrogen (N2) [79, 83, 101, 107, 108].
The atomic concentrations of 0.2 at.% sp2 and pyridinic N, and 1.0 at.%
N2 molecule for SWNTs grown from pure AcN were determined from the
relative XPS peak intensities and the relative atomic cross section of C:N =
1:1.8 [156]. An approximate 1:5 ratio of sp2 with pyridinic N and N2 molecule
is uncommon for N-doped SWNTs [79, 101, 107, 108], unlike observation in
multi-walled carbon nanotubes [114, 115]. The detail of N2 finding will be
discussed in Section 4.
As revealed by the optical spectra discussed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, a
marginal addition of AcN (0.1%) causes the tube diameter to be dramatically
reduced from 2.1 to 1.1 nm, whereas higher AcN concentrations further reduce
the mean diameter to 0.7 nm. XPS spectra indicate the N content is only
gradually reduced when reducing the AcN concentration from 5% to 1%, but
a steep change in N content is observed between 0.5% and 1% AcN. Since the
N content at 5% and 1% is clearly beyond what a simple scaling by 5% or
1% would predict, we propose total N in carbon nanotubes saturates slightly
above 1 at.%. Very remarkably, the saturated incorporation correlates with
the reduction of the mean diameter (Figure 3.17). The vividly displayed
correlation in Figure 3.17 points at the incorporation of N as the cause of
diameter reduction. The saturated maximum N2 content of 1 at.% presented
inside nanotubes is, however, found to be much lower than fully packed N2
case inside considered (6,6) SWNT (∼ 3.7 at.%), which can be explained by
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Figure 3.16: The main panel shows C1s and N1s core level XPS spectra of
VA-SWNTs synthesized from different feedstocks. For synthesis from pure
acetonitrile (100%, AcN), the N1s profile is composed of ∼0.2 at.% for sp2
and pyridinic N, and ∼1 at.% for N2 (blue and red balls represent C and N
atoms, respectively). Corresponding survey scans are provided in the inset.
Adapted with permission from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
thermodynamically unfavorable at high temperature (i.e. 800◦C).
As observed by TEM (Figure 3.2), some of SWNTs are defective and
kink, which may not be able to contribute luminescence process of PLE
measurement, and the major contribution may be from less defective nan-
otubes (i.e. no N incorporation). To investigate whether or not separated
SWNTs (small diameter) can contribute in photoluminescence process, the
XPS measurement was performed on filtrated nanotube film after separation.
The XPS survey presented in Figure 3.18a shows the characteristic peaks of
carbon, oxygen, as well as sodium. The latter is related to the reference DOC
surfactant that was used to disperse SWNTs. As shown in Figure 3.18b, the
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Figure 3.17: A plot showing mean diameters of VA-SWNTs based on UV-
Vis-NIR and XPS spectra of SWNTs synthesized using feedstock mixtures
containing different concentration of acetonitrile in ethanol. A dramatic
decrease in diameter is seen at low N content, followed by a saturation
behavior for higher CH3CN concentrations. Reproduced with permission
from [140], Copyright c© 2012, Elsevier.
C1s lineshape and binding energies in sp2 carbon network of SWNTs and
molecular DOC surfactant are inherently different and well distinguishable.
Hence, the archetypical C1s lineshape of SWNTs is not strongly influenced
by the presence of DOC molecules. By comparing N-doped, EtOH-grown
SWNTs, and DOC reference, the N1s peak is observed only if the feedstock
contained AcN. The appearance of the N1s signal reveals characteristic
chemical shifts of incorporated nitrogen into nanotubes (∼400 eV) and N2
molecule (∼404 eV). In the present concentration of 5%AcN in the feedstock,
there is a total of ∼1 at.% of substitutional sp2 N, pyridinic N, and N2
molecule. A concentration of 5%AcN is sufficient to reach the maximum
attainable nitrogen doping [140].
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Figure 3.18: (a)XPS survey scan of SWNTs grown from pure ethanol (0%)
and 5%acetonitrile (AcN) with (b)C1s and (c)N1 scans. The DOC sur-
factant is used as reference spectra. Adapted with permission from [150],
Copyright c© 2012 by John Wiley & Sons.
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Chapter 4
One-Dimensional Nitrogen
molecule
4.1 Introduction
Such nanoscale 1D space inside SWNTs has been attracting many studies
relative to the interaction of carbon atoms and encapsulated elements. The
nanospace inside SWNTs have been initially realized for high efficiency of
hydrogen storage [157–159]. The confined nanospace has been later on used
to the variety of metals oxides by opening nanotube caps after synthesis and
re-filling desired metals [160], including 0D carbon allotrope as fullerenes
(peapods) [161, 162] and nanowires [163]. However, gas molecules can be
encapsulated during synthesis, which does not require any cap opening
afterward. One of the possible ways is using feedstock that contains the
desired elements, which is basically similar to doping process. Making use
of nitrogen as dopant has been previously studied [76], while encapsulated
nitrogen molecules (N2) has been found as by-product from decomposition
of carbon feedstock [113]. The somewhat encapsulated N2 molecules are
linearly restricted in certain direction by host nanotube-induced interaction
inside the confined nanospace of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs)
or hollow carbon nitride nanofibers [114–116]. Still, sufficient alignment of
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1D N2 molecules is remained unclear.
In this Section, encapsulated N2 molecules and their alignment are studied
on nitrogen doping of small-diameter SWNTs during synthesis process (see
Section 3) by employing high resolution NEXAFS along with molecular
dynamics simulations (MD). The origin of N2 is studied by isotope 15N2
labeling. The fingerprint of co-axially aligned N2 molecules observed from
NEXAFS is observed with polarization dependence that is in agreement
with the MD simulation results in which the movement of N2 is clearly
minimized as diameter of host VA-SWNTs reduces.
4.2 Encapsulated nitrogen gas
Nitrogen-doped VA-SWNTs grown on Co/Mo binary catalysts were synthe-
sized using no-flow CVD [54, 58, 164] (see Section 3). The concentration
of 5%acetonitrile (5%AcN) mixture into ethanol (EtOH) was used as a
feedstock [140], while pure EtOH was used as a reference. The SEM image of
a 5%AcN-grown SWNTs is depicted in Figure 4.1(left panel, inset), revealing
growth in vertical fashion of 6µm high SWNT array. The XPS spectrum of
the 5%AcN sample shows a narrow asymmetric Doniach-Šunjić profile in
the C1s core level of the sample as shown in Figure 4.1 (left panel). The N1s
core level of 5%AcN-grown SWNTs consists of chemical shifts of pyridinic
and graphitic nitrogen configurations near 399–400 eV and molecular N2
near 404 eV (Figure 4.1, right panel), whereas the N1s peaks do not appear
in the XPS spectra of EtOH-grown SWNTs (see Figure 3.16 in Section 3).
Figure 4.2 reveals viability of N2 molecules in N-doped SWNTs. Vanishing
of N2 after opening cap and annealing is determined by the area of peak at
∼ 404 eV as shown in Figure 4.2. One can think of N2 deflating from interior
of nanotubes, which indicates the corresponding N2 peak at ∼ 404 eV, unlike
strong hindering observed on trapped N2 inside complicated structured
crystal material [165]. Its content of ∼ 0.03 at.% is found to be insignificant
diminished as compared with pristine sample (0.3 at.%). Note that the
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Figure 4.1: XPS spectra of the C1s (left panel) and the N1s (right) core levels
of VA-SWNTs synthesized from 5%acetonitrile (5%AcN) (inset). Adapted
with permission from [117], Copyright c© 2013 by Elsevier.
observed binding energy of encapsulated N2 molecules is significantly lower
than that of free molecular N2 gaseous (409.9 eV) [166]. This can be explained
by electron screening for N1s core-holes due to weak interaction between
N2 molecules and the matrix, which has also been similarly observed from
physisorption process of N2 molecules on metal surfaces [167, 168]. The
similar scenario has also been found in MWNTs [96, 169]. The effect from
interaction of nanotube wall and interstitial N2 molecules would reduce
the energy gap between lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of N2 as molecule density
increases [170]. A decrease in binding energy of N2 is, therefore, dependent
of density of encapsulated N2, as well as, how molecules are packed in the
interior of nanotubes, which tends to have diameter dependent. However, the
further study on diameter-dependent binding energy of encapsulated N2 need
to deserved. The observed shift in C1s was found to be approximately 0.1 eV
without broadening (Figure 4.2), which is plausibly caused disappearance of
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Figure 4.2: Photoemission spectra of the N1s and C1s of 10%AcN-grown
SWNTs before (blue line) and after (red line) cap opening and annealing.
core-holes screening, resulting in binding energy raised up by 0.1 eV.
Following disappearance of N2, one can expect dwindling in electron-
phonon coupling interaction from additional harmonic coupling between
filling atom (i.e. N) and carbon atom, resulting in change in G-band
linewidth (Figure 4.3) [171]. Figure 4.3 shows comparison of G-band
linewidth before and after annealing. The G-bands were fitted using one
fixed Fano lineshape at 1571 cm−1, one fixed Lorentzian peak at 1607 cm−1,
and one free Lorentzian peak for EtOH case, and one fixed Fano lineshape at
1521 cm−1, five fixed Lorentzian peaks at 1486, 1552, 1568, 1607 cm−1, and
one free Lorentzian peak for 10%AcN case. Considering G-band linewidth of
10%AcN-grown SWNTs, while G-band frequency is maintained, its linewidth
is narrower by ∼ 1.1 cm−1. This narrowing indicates disappearance of har-
monic coupling of N2 molecules and carbon atoms in nanotubes. Note that
there is no neither significant change in G-band linewidth for EtOH-grown
SWNTs, nor annealing and impurity effect. Another reason for narrower in
G-band linewidth can be plausibly from lose in interaction of N2 molecules
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Figure 4.3: High frequency G-band spectra of SWNTs before and after cap
opening and annealing. Reducing in G-band linewidth is due to absence of
coulomb interaction from encapsulated N2 molecules [171].
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Figure 4.4: Near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEX-
AFS) of carbon edge (C1s) with different incident angles between the SWNT
axis and the linearly polarized incident X-ray beam. Spectra are scaled to
the maximum in the σ? resonance. Adapted with permission from [117],
Copyright c© 2013 by Elsevier.
in which no effect of coulomb interaction due to N2 on pi-electrons of carbon
atoms, resulting in longer phonon lifetime and narrower in G-band linewidth.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurement was conducted at
BL27SU at the SPring-8 synchrotron facility. The beamline is dedicated
to soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy. The samples were mounded with
molybdenum stage. The XAS spectra were recorded in bulk sensitive
drain current mode (∼100 nm). The alignment of SWNTs is detected by
changing the incident angle between the linearly polarized X-ray beam and
normal direction to SWNT array (nanotube axis). In order to remove any
atmospheric adsorbates, both samples were annealed in ultra high vacuum
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Figure 4.5: Near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
(NEXAFS) of nitrogen edge (N1s) in VA-SWNT synthesized from
5%acetonitrile/ethanol mixed feedstock with different incident angles be-
tween the SWNT axis and the linearly polarized incident X-ray beam,
whereas there is no appearance of that in pure ethanol sample (dotted line
in the topmost panel, 75◦). A high resolution scan of the vibrational fine
structure of N1s→ pi? resonance is shown in the right panel. Adapted with
permission from [117], Copyright c© 2013 by Elsevier.
(UHV, 5×10−9mbar) at 400◦C prior to measurement [172]. Figure 4.4
show the C1s absorption edges of annealed EtOH and 5%AcN samples,
revealing the archetypical spectral shape of high-quality SWNT [173] that
indicate the C1s→ pi? resonance at 284.6 eV and the transitions into σ?
states above 290 eV. Lineshapes of these C1s edge of XAS spectra are in
fact indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.5 show the N1s absorption edge spectra of 5%AcN sample
scanned in entire possible N1s pi chemical shifts region, indicating the
viability of nitrogen in the sample. The N1s→ pi? (397 eV) and N1s→ σ?
(407 eV) are hardly noticeable, while the clear sharp peak of unexpected
N1s absorption edge of molecular nitrogen (N2) at 400.3 eV is observed [114]
indicating the predominance of N2 molecules. The detail of expected N2
from acetonitrile will be discussed in Section 4.3.
The incomparable amount of incorporated nitrogen and N2 molecules
is due to a bulk sensitivity of XAS measurement and extremely surface
sensitivity of XPS measurement (Figure 4.1). Interestingly, as observed in
polarization-dependence of the C1s→ σ?, the more intensity of the N1s→ σ?
absorption edge is clearly seen in which angle of the electric field vector
respective to the nanotube alignment direction is increased. Figure 4.5
(right panel) shows a high resolution scan of the N1s→ pi? resonance above
400.3 eV. This N1s peak is fitted by Voigtian components with the full width
at half maxima (FWHM) of 138±3meV, and a peak spacing of 233±3meV.
This N1s fine structures in fact correspond to the vibrational sidebands of
the N2 molecule, which match the values for free N2 molecules [174]. Prior
to XAS measurement, the SWNT samples were annealed in UHV condition,
so that gas molecule adsorbates were removed. The resulting XAS spectra
from N1s absorption edge from inside nanotubes will be well expected. The
alignment of N2 molecules will be discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3 Isotope 15N-labeled encapsulated N2
In general, SWNTs are in CVD process synthesized at low pressure (1–3 kPa)
[Ref], and background pressure of CVD chamber is not in UHV. Some
other gas molecules from atmosphere still remain during synthesis process,
even though there are harmless to nanotubes. Then, an appearance of
N2 inside nanotubes need to be investigated. A 1.5% mixture of isotope
CH3C15N into EtOH was used to synthesize nanotubes. Isotope CH3C15N
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Figure 4.6: High resolution XAS of the vibron satellites in the N1s resonance
of 14N2 (dark blue) and 15N2 (orange) VA-SWNT. Raw data are circles,
solid lines are fits and dashed lines are individual peaks or the background,
respectively.
was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. with impurity of
≥ 98%. SWNTs synthesized from CH3C15N was compared with that from
CH3C14N by NEXAFS measurement in which the possible isotope shift in
the vibration energies can be investigated.
Figure 4.6 shows normalized NEXAFS spectra of N1s absorption fine
structure before and after background subtraction. Each vibration modes of
N2 can be clearly distinguishable and well resolved. The lowest resonance
vibration energy corresponds to the unscattered N1s absorption, and higher
resonance vibration energies correspond to excitation of higher vibration
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modes. After subtracting with linear background, five Voigtian peaks were
used to fit the spectra. The fitted peaks are well resolved, and an isotope
shift is discernible as shown by vertical dashed lines in Figure 4.6. At a
FWHM of 140meV with a typical uncertainty of ±2meV, very smooth
spectra from a ∼ 600ppm fraction in the specimen are required to reveal
the subtle isotope shift. An average vibration energy of 15N2 is found to
be 228± 2meV as expected for an equidistant satellites spaced 225meV for
pure 15N2 according to the following relation [175],
ω15N = ω14N ×
√
m14N
m15N
,
where ω15N, ω14N and m15N, m14N are vibration energies and mass of 15N
and 14N, respectively. Note that an equidistant satellites of 14N2 is spaced
at 233± 2meV [21]. The expected isotope shift is found to be ∼ 24meV for
the forth peak, which is 2 to 3 data points at ∼ 10meV step size.
The obtained N1s NEXAFS spectra of 14N2 and 15N2 are in agreement
with the expected isotope shift. This suggests that N2 molecules access to
the nanotubes during synthesis process. By dissociating C-N bond from
acetonitrile, N2 is formed and leaves that catalyst nanoparticle surface, while
having possibility to enter the growing nanotubes, which has been proposed
by Yang et al. [176] for N2-filled carbon nanofibers.
Unequal contributions of two carbon from EtOH (CH3CH2OH) molecule
to nanotube formation [177] has been previously demonstrated by tracing
of isotope 13C in CH3CH2OH molecules into nanotube formation, which
appear in change in Raman shift of G-band frequency due to the presence
of different carbon mass [175]. Similarly, isotope CH313CN was used as
isotope labeling in order to investigate nitrogen activity from decomposition
of acetonitrile (CH3CN) in which two carbon atoms may have different
contributions.
Figure 4.7 shows high frequency resonance of G-band region of SWNTs
synthesized from pure isotope CH313CN, indicating a large downshift in G-
band frequency and its broadening due to incorporation of 13C into sp2 carbon
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Figure 4.7: G-band in high frequency Raman spectra of SWNTs synthesized
from pure isotope CH313CN excited at 663 nm.
network [178–180]. The G-band shift ∆ω originates from an increasing mass
of carbon atom into the nanotube walls, which can be correlated with mass
fraction of incorporated 13C (c) according to the relation,
(
ωG
ωG0
)2
= m12C + 0.011
m12C +m13C
, (4.1)
where ωG0 is G-band frequency of original 12C material, m12C is mass of 12C,
and 0.011 is the presence of natural 13C in carbon. This gives amount of
m13C = 0.48 13C enrichment, corresponding to 48% 13C incorporated into
nanotube walls. Meaning that probabilities of 13C and 12C interacting at
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the catalyst surface and forming nanotubes are equally comparable.
Considering thermal decomposition of acetonitrile at high temperature
studied in Refs. [132, 181] along with bonding energy of carbon species, C−−N
bond seems to be stable at high temperature. In addition, binding energy of
C−−N bond (891 kJ/mol) is higher than that of other bonding configurations
from decomposed species of CH3CN, and more energy is vital to break C−−N
bond apart. The contribution of 13C, therefore, represents probability of
nitrogen incorporation on nanotube formation in which nitrogen always
come together with its adjacent carbon.
4.4 Aligned N2 molecule inside VA-SWNTs
The orientation factor of VA-SWNT arrays is expressed by the nematic
order parameter ξ by fitting the intensity differences of the pi resonances in
different polarization angles using an offset cosine squared model function
Ipi(φ) = A+B · cos2(φ) as shown Figure 4.8. ξ values of VA-SWNT arrays is
evaluated from normalized intensity of C1s→ pi? absorption edge (Figure 4.4)
according to the relation from Equation 4.2 [182], resulting in negative ξ
values.
ξ = I‖ − I⊥
I‖ + 2 · I⊥ (4.2)
where I‖ and I⊥ are absorption intensities when the electric field vector
parallel and perpendicular to the nanotube alignment. ξ values of the aligned
nanotube array are the doubled positive of the negative ξ of the C1s→ pi?
transitions, which result in +0.25 for 5%AcN sample and +0.35 for EtOH
sample. In comparison to the actual bulk absorption [182], the lower in
ξ values is in agreement of the relatively shallow probed depth of XAS
technique (∼100 nm), which gives a close order parameter values to that
resulted from resonance Raman scattering [183, 184] (see Appendix). This
may imply the observation limit of characterization technique in which a
tiny area of the sample is exposed to the laser spot.
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Figure 4.8: The relative data points of the C1s → pi? and N1s → pi? (inset)
absorption edges from Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 shows angular-dependent
XAS spectra. The data are fitted by Ipi(φ) = A+B · cos2(φ).
Figure 4.5 reveals the polarization-dependent N1s intensity, indicating a
confinement of N2 molecules inside SWNTs. Meaning that these molecules
are co-axially aligned in the interior of the narrow SWNTs. Following
ξ calculation of SWNT array as expressed in Equation 4.2, the nematic
order parameter ξ of the N2 molecules is evaluated to be ξ = +0.22 (Fig-
ure 4.8, inset), which is comparable to ξ of +0.25 obtained from the C1s→ pi?
absorption edge of the 5%AcN-grown SWNTs. The resulting lineshape spec-
trum of N2 molecules, the unchanged lifetime of the x-ray-excited N1s pi
states, and the unaltered vibrational levels implies a tight effective c-axis in
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the confining space [185, 186], and one-dimensional containment, unlike the
finding of N2 molecules in N-doped multi-walled carbon MWNTs [116, 187],
or carbon nanofibers [113].
Considering the confinement of aligned N2 molecule inside small-diameter
SWNTs (∼ 1nm), the only interaction between nanotube and N2 is van
der Waals (vdW) interaction, which have in total the radius of 0.67 nm.
The constant vdW radius of carbon and nitrogen atoms is merely fit within
∼ 1nm SWNT, which does not allow N2 to have a movement in radial
configuration. In addition to vdW interaction, the fluctuating dipoles of
nitrogen atoms will be bound in one direction.
Based on these considerations, the plausibility of one-dimensional di-
atomic N2 inside small-diameter SWNT are evaluated using molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations. MD simulation was performed by placing five N2
molecules in the interior of two different 10 nm long SWNTs with comparable
diameters with 5%AcN-grown SWNTs (i.e. (6,6) nanotube; ∼ 0.82 nm, and
(7,7) nanotube; ∼ 0.96nm). The interatomic potentials provided with the
comparable package [188] were used to describe the system with the temper-
ature of the system of 300K. The C-C interaction was described using the
adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO) potential,
and the C-N and N-N interactions were described using a Lennard-Jones
potential with the coefficients used by Levitt et al. [189]. The N2 bonds were
treated as rigid rods by fixing the bond length. This allowed translation
and rotation of the molecules, but ignored bending and vibrational modes.
Histograms showing the N2 bond orientations with respect to the SWNT
axis are shown in Figure 4.9. The continuous line shows the probability
density distribution of a completely isotropic distribution due to growing
differential solid angle 2pisinθdθ (Figure 4.10). The probability density (P )
in this case is expressed as,
P = 1
A1
2 sphere
2pir2 sin θ = 12pir22pir
2 sin θ = sin θ,
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Figure 4.9: Distribution function of angle between N2 bond and the nanotube
axis. The insets are cuts of snapshots from the MD simulation for both (6,6)
and (7,7) SWNTs. Adapted with permission from [117], Copyright c© 2013
by Elsevier.
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where number r with θ ∼ θ + ∆θ is P∆θ. Considering alignment of
encapsulated N2, co-axial alignment of N2 is much more apparent in the
(6,6) nanotube, but the (7,7) nanotube is still sufficiently narrow that the
N2 are still preferentially oriented along the nanotube axis. Meaning that
the individual molecules can frequently flip over inside the (7,7) nanotube,
whereas never flipped inside the (6,6) nanotube. The use of interatomic
potentials in the MD simulation corroborates that small-diameter SWNT –
which provide an access for fluctuating dielectric displacements – are sufficient
enough to confine N2 molecules and yet tight enough to template co-axial
alignment. The bond-polarizable vdW interactions can also explain the
finding of aligned N2 trapped inside larger MWNTs or hollow carbon-nitride
nanofibers [114–116].


θθπθθπ ∆⋅⋅=∆⋅⋅ sin2)sin(2 2rrr
Area
θ∆
θ θ∆⋅r
Figure 4.10: Sphere coordinate for a completely isotropic distribution due
to growing differential solid angle 2pisinθdθ shown in Figure 4.9 (continuous
line).
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Chapter 5
Multi-layered growth and
growth mechanism
5.1 Introduction
The properties of SWNTs are strongly dependent on their structure, and
typically become more enhanced as the nanotube diameter decreases. As
a result, chirality and diameter control—particularly during synthesis—
offers great potential for tuning the properties of SWNTs. It is widely
accepted that the nanotube diameter is largely determined by the size of
the catalyst nanoparticle, and this size relationship has been thoroughly
studied [1, 19, 20, 37, 122, 123, 190–192]. Because of this relationship, there
have been many attempts to reduce the SWNT diameter by reducing the
catalyst particle size. SWNTs with diameters in the range of 0.6–1.1 nm have
been synthesized by impregnating SiO2 particles with Co/Mo [1, 122, 193].
A similar selectivity has been obtained using Co/Fe [3, 123], Fe/MgO [194],
and Co incorporated into MCM-411 [195]. These methods, however, require
the use of a powder, mesoporous material. Separating the SWNTs from
the support requires significant post-processing, which can alter the SWNT
properties.
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Several methods to alter the SWNT structure during growth have also
been demonstrated by changing growth temperature [19, 123], and/or
pressure [196, 197]. Changes in diameter along a nanotube axis due to
rapidly changing temperature have been previously reported for individual
SWNTs [198], DWNTs [199], and other configurations of intramolecular junc-
tions [200–205]. There are fewer studies on the influence of the precursor,
but SWNT diameters have been found to be sensitive to abrupt changes in
feedstock flux [206–208]. Tian et al. [209] recently demonstrated successful
control over the diameter in the range of 1.2 to 1.9 nm by adjusting CO2
concentration. Selectivity of diameter and chiral angle have also been shown
by selective etching [210–213]. A reduction of mean SWNT diameter from
2.1 nm to less than 1 nm by incorporating acetonitrile (AcN, CH3CN) into
the ethanol (EtOH) feedstock has been presented in Section 3 [137, 140],
but the role of nitrogen in this diameter change is not yet understood.
In this Section, I demonstrate reversible diameter modulation of vertically
aligned SWNTs (VA-SWNTs) by adding acetonitrile to the feedstock during
synthesis by alcohol catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD). This change
was observed regardless of the sequence in which the carbon feedstocks were
introduced. Based on this reversibility, investigation of the layer interface,
and our previous findings we put forward an explanation of nitrogen’s role
in reducing the diameter of SWNTs.
5.2 Synthesis of multi-layered SWNT
arrays
No-flow CVD was employed for synthesis of VA-SWNTs [136]. The Co/Mo
binary catalysts were prepared as in our previous report [54]. Pure ethanol
(EtOH) and a mixture of 5 vol.% of acetonitrile in ethanol (5% AcN) were
used as precursor. Catalysts deposited on quartz or silicon substrates were
reduced by flowing 300 sccm of Ar/H2 (3% H2) during heating (approxi-
mately 30 min). After reaching 800◦C, the CVD chamber was evacuated and
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40 µL of a liquid precursor stored in a small cap upstream was introduced
by opening a valve. 5% AcN mixture was first introduced into reaction
chamber for 2 min, after which the CVD chamber was evacuated to base
pressure of 27 Pa (approximately 90 s) prior to sealing the CVD chamber
and introducing pure EtOH for 90 s. EtOH supply was finally stopped, and
5% AcN was re-introduced until the growth stopped. The CVD chamber
was then immediately cooled under 300 sccm of Ar flow. The actual pres-
sures during EtOH or 5% AcN introduction increased from 1.4 to 2.6 kPa.
The growth of VA-SWNTs was monitored in situ by a calibrated real-time
measurement of the attenuation of a He/Ne (633 nm) laser passing through
a quartz substrate supporting the growing films [214].
The morphology of the resulting multi-layered VA-SWNT arrays was
imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, 1 kV acceleration voltage,
S-4800, Hitachi Co., Ltd.). For resonance Raman spectroscopy (Chromex
501is with Andor DV401-FI), a laser with excitation wavelength of 488 nm
was incident on the cleaved cross-section of the VA-SWNT films using a
50× objective lens with a laser power of 0.5 mW. For cross-sectional Raman
measurements in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, the incident laser light was polarized
perpendicular to the nanotube axis in order to maximize the contrast of
RBM features [183].
In addition, the double-layered SWNT arrays were synthesized by first
introducing EtOH, followed by 5%AcN. The feedstocks were also introduced
in the reverse order. The evacuation time to the background pressure of 27Pa
was 90 s, and the actual pressures during EtOH or 5%AcN introduction were
raised up from 1.4 to 2.6 kPa. The double-layered sample in which EtOH and
5% AcN were introduced as the first and second feedstocks, respectively, were
dispersed in ethanol, and the mean diameter of EtOH- and 5% AcN-grown
SWNTs were observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL
2000EX operating at 200 kV). In addition, as-grown five-layer VA-SWNT
array was gently dispersed in ethanol, and sonicated for a few minutes prior
to dropping onto a TEM grid with a holey carbon film. Dispersed five-layer
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array was observed by high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM, JEM-ARM200F operated at 200 kV) and low-angle annular dark-
field STEM (LAADF-STEM, JEM-2800 operated at 200 kV and detector
angle of 34–157 mrad). The CoNTub algorithm [215] was used to generate
the nanotube heterojunction structures for the growth model.
2 µm 6 µm
EtOH
5%AcN
5%AcN
EtOH
Figure 5.1: SEM micrographs of double-layer VA-SWNT arrays synthesized
from ethanol (EtOH) and 5 vol.% acetonitrile (AcN). Left and right panels
show different feedstock sequence, with growth initiated by EtOH (left)
and AcN (right). Yellow arrows mark the interface between the regions
grown from different feedstocks. Reproduced with permission from [216],
Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
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5.3 Catalyst-Independent Diameter
Modulation
Figure 5.1 demonstrates double-layer growth of SWNTs. The left panel
shows VA-SWNTs in which the feedstock was changed from EtOH to 5%AcN.
The right panel shows VA-SWNTs grown from the reversed sequence of
carbon feedstocks. Since the formation of VA-SWNTs is known to be a
root-growth process [136], the top part of the array is formed first and
the part nearest the substrate is formed last. The interface between the
EtOH-grown and 5%AcN-grown regions is clearly visible in the SEM images
(indicated by arrows in Figure 5.1) as the diameter changes significantly
(Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.2 shows growth profiles of the VA-SWNT arrays shown in
Figure 5.1. The growth process was monitored in real-time using in situ
optical absorbance [214, 217], and the two stages are depicted by blue lines
for EtOH and red lines for 5%AcN. The growth rates determined from the
slope of the linear growth region were 3 µm per minute for EtOH (Et-SWNT)
and 1.5 µm per minute for 5%AcN (Ac-SWNT).
Figure 5.3 shows resonance Raman spectra of double-layer VA-SWNTs
obtained from the sidewall of a cleaved array using an excitation wave-
length of 488 nm. The radial breathing mode (RBM) peaks reveal specific
SWNTs that are in resonance with the excitation laser, and the frequency
is diameter dependent [144, 218]. Here the empirical relation according to
Equation 3.1 [141] is used to estimate the tube diameter. The very different
Raman spectra obtained from as-grown Et-SWNT and Ac-SWNT are shown
in Figure 5.3a. The increased D-line intensity is a common characteristic
once N is incorporated [219, 220]. In the case of Ac-SWNT, the 488 nm
excitation wavelength is in resonance with the first optical transition of
small-diameter metallic SWNTs
(
EM11
)
(see Figure 3.4b), as seen in the
appearance of RBM peaks at 240 and 260 cm−1 and increasing intensity of
the BWF line shape. Peaks from larger-diameter semiconducting Et-SWNT
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Figure 5.2: Growth curves of double-layers SWNT arrays synthesized from
ethanol (EtOH) and 5%acetonitrile (5%AcN) monitored by in-situ measure-
ment. Blue and red labels represent SWNTs synthesized from EtOH and
5%AcN feedstocks, respectively. Reproduced with permission from [216],
Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
at 145 and 160 cm−1 originate from resonances of the ES33 and ES44 optical
transitions.
Figure 5.3 reveals a catalyst-independent change in the diameter of
SWNTs caused by changing the feedstock gas from EtOH to 5%AcN (Et→Ac-
SWNT), as well as for the reverse (Ac→Et-SWNT). Resonance Raman
spectra from VA-SWNTs synthesized from an unchanging feedstock gas
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Figure 5.3: Resonance Raman spectra for RBM and G band (a-c) and the
2D (G′) peak region (d-f) of different SWNT layers synthesized from ethanol
(EtOH, blue line/label) and 5 vol.% acetonitrile (5%AcN, red line/label)
feedstocks. Excitation wavelength is 488 nm and the laser is polarized
perpendicular to the nanotube axis. Reproduced with permission from [216],
Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
(Et-SWNT or Ac-SWNT) are shown for reference. The strong BWF feature
and D-line of the 5%AcN layer are identical to the features found in the
Ac-SWNT spectrum as seen in Figure 5.3a. The diameter along the array
is reduced in Et→Ac-SWNT when the feedstock is switched to 5%AcN as
shown in Figure 5.3b by the appearance of dominant small-diameter RBM
peaks around 230–270 cm−1 (d < 1 nm) [140]. On the other hand, in Ac→Et-
SWNT an increase in diameter (up to 2.1 nm) is observed (Figure 5.3c) with
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RBM peaks appearing between 140 and 220 cm−1 when EtOH is introduced
later.
Resonance Raman spectra of the 2D (G′) line were obtained using the
same 488 nm excitation wavelength (Figure 5.3(d-f)). Blue and red open
circles represent the G′ spectra of VA-SWNTs synthesized from EtOH and
5%AcN, respectively. The G′ peaks were decomposed using two Voigtian
peaks centered at 2620 and 2666 cm−1 for Et-SWNT, Et→Ac- and Ac→Et-
SWNT (EtOH-grown layers), and three Voigtian peaks at 2610, 2650 and
2680 cm−1 for Ac-SWNT, Et→Ac- and Ac→Et-SWNT (5%AcN-grown lay-
ers). All peak components (black solid lines) were fitted with a constant
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 19.7 cm−1, and G′ band spectra
from unchanging feedstock are shown in Figure 5.3d.
Figures 5.3(d-f) show identical G′ spectra for EtOH-grown SWNT arrays
at the position of 2666 cm−1 in all cases. The similar spectra of 5%AcN-grown
SWNTs were obtained from Ac-SWNT, Et→Ac-SWNT and Ac→Et-SWNT
from 5%AcN-grown layers. A large downshift is due to the vast difference in
SWNT diameter, which has been observed in previous studies on N-doped
SWNTs [140, 142, 147]. These data clearly show that Ac-SWNTs and Et-
SWNTs always have their characteristic diameter distribution, regardless of
the sequence of feedstock introduction.
5.4 Diameter reversibility
In order to determine whether or not the diameter of SWNTs within the
same array can be modulated by changing the feedstock we split the growth
into multiple stages as follows. We first initiated VA-SWNT synthesis using 5
vol. % acetonitrile in ethanol (5% AcN). After 2 min of synthesis we stopped
the feedstock supply for 90 s, then supplied pure ethanol (EtOH) into the
CVD chamber. After exposure to ethanol for 90 s, we again stopped the
supply and changed the feedstock back to 5% AcN. A scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image showing a cross-section of the resulting array is
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Figure 5.4: Reversibility of SWNT diameter demonstrated by growth of
a triple-layered SWNT array characterized by SEM (a) and 488 nm reso-
nance Raman spectra (b). The yellow arrows in (a) denote the interfaces
between different SWNT layers. Reproduced with permission from [216],
Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
shown in Figure 5.4(a). The VA-SWNT array is composed of three layers,
with the interface between layers (indicated by arrows) appearing as a change
in contrast in the SEM image. Since the formation of VA-SWNTs is known
to be a root-growth process [136] the upper part of the array is formed first,
and the part nearest the substrate is formed last.
Resonance Raman spectra were obtained at several points along the
height of the array, with the approximate positions indicated by the circles
numbered 1–7 in Figure 5.4(a). Raman spectra corresponding to these
positions are shown in Figure 5.4(b). The very different spectra along the
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Figure 5.5: Histrograms showing SWNT diameter distributions ob-
tained from TEM observations of pure ethanol-grown (left panel) and
5%acetonitrile-grown SWNTs (right panel) in a double-layered sample.
The observed mean diameters are 1.66± 0.46 nm and 1.14± 0.40 nm, respec-
tively. TEM images of both regions are depicted in insets with scale bar of
20 nm, and the number of measurements N = 150 for each case. Reproduced
with permission from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical
Society.
array indicate the layers are comprised of very different nanotubes. Spectra
obtained from the central region (points 3, 4, and 5) are typical of ethanol-
grown VA-SWNTs (Et-SWNTs), whereas the spectra obtained from regions
above and below (points 1, 2, 7, and 8) are remarkably similar to those
grown from 5% AcN (Ac-SWNTs) [140].
The low-energy radial breathing mode (RBM) peaks originate from
SWNTs of a specific chirality that are in resonance with the excitation
laser (here, 488 nm), and the frequency of this mode is known to have a
clear diameter dependence [144, 218]. On the basis of the RBM spectra in
Figure 5.4b, the layers containing Ac-SWNTs appear to have considerably
smaller diameters than the Et-SWNT layer. The strong presence of RBM
peaks associated with small-diameter SWNTs for the 5% AcN case — and
the absence of these peaks in the EtOH case — is strong evidence for
diameter reduction. These data clearly show that Ac-SWNTs and Et-
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5 μm 5 μm pull 
pull (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.6: Interface examination (a) and SEM images of SWNT arrays
synthesized, respectively, from 5%AcN and EtOH (b) in which the top layer
was attached to adhesive tape before detaching the bottom layer with some
of continuous nanotubes indicated by yellow arrows (c). Reproduced with
permission from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
SWNTs maintain their characteristic diameter distribution, regardless of
the sequence of feedstock introduction.
While the Raman spectra of the double-layered arrays are consistent
with those shown in an earlier report in which we confirmed the signifi-
cant diameter reduction when using acetonitrile [140], we acknowledge the
mean diameter and diameter distribution cannot be rigorously determined
only from these spectra. Therefore, we performed transmission electron
microscope (TEM) observations on the different layers of a double-layered
sample (Figure 5.3) in which EtOH was introduced first, followed by 5%AcN.
Diameter measurements made from the images indicate a reduction in mean
diameter from 1.66 ± 0.46nm to 1.14 ± 0.40nm when the feedstock was
changed from EtOH to 5%AcN (see Figure 5.5).
5.5 Interface examination
In order to determine the role of nitrogen, we must examine what happens
at the interface between the layers. Several previous studies of multi-
layered SWNT growth have reported that two different layers of carbon
nanotubes [221–223] are very weakly connected at the interface. We exam-
ined the strength of the interlayer connection by detaching the top layer
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of a double-layered array from the bottom layer using adhesive tape. We
removed the entire array from the growth substrate by attaching tape to the
top surface of the array (Ac-SWNTs, A) and peeling the array away from the
substrate. Another piece of tape was then attached to the bottom surface of
the array (Et-SWNTs, B), and the two pieces were then separated. SEM im-
ages obtained after separation are shown in Figures 5.6(a-c). As seen in the
figures, most of the layers cleanly separated from each other, indicating that
the majority of SWNTs are not connected at the interface. However, some
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Figure 5.7: Growth curve of a five-layer VA-SWNT array synthesized by
switching between ethanol (EtOH) and 5%acetonitrile (5%AcN) feedstocks.
Introduction of each feedstock was separated by approximately 30 s during
which the previous feedstock was evacuated. A cross-sectional SEM image
is shown in the inset with interfaces indicated by dashed yellow lines. Re-
produced with permission from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American
Physical Society.
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1 μm 
200 nm 
50 nm 
Figure 5.8: TEM images of a multi-layered SWNT array (see Figure 5.7)
show clear interfaces between the layers. Reproduced with permission
from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
1 μm 2 nm 2 nm 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.9: LAADF-STEM image of five layers array (a) with observable
nanotube junctions between small- and large-diameter SWNTs observed
from the interface region by HRTEM (b, c). Reproduced with permission
from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
areas remained connected (indicated by arrows in Figure 5.6(c)), suggesting
some of the SWNTs could be continuous through the interface.
A 5 µm, five-layer SWNT array was synthesized for interface examination
(see Figure 5.7 and 5.8). Its low-angle annular dark-field STEM (LAADF-
STEM) image is depicted in Figure 5.9(a) in which the interface can be
clearly seen. Figures 5.9(b, c) show high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of
five-layer arrays. These images clearly show a nanotube changing diameter
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y 
x 
20 nm 
Figure 5.10: HRTEM images of nanotube junctions in the interface region
between EtOH- and 5%AcN-grown layers. Reproduced with permission
from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical Society.
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Figure 5.11: XPS spectra performed on the top of vertically aligned double-
layered SWNT array synthesized from EtOH and 10%AcN, respectively
(left panel), showing the presence of molecular N2 in N1s core level (right
panel).
from 1.2 nm to 0.8 nm in (b), and from 2.4 nm to 1.1 nm in (c), which
were obtained from the interface region in Figure 5.10 at spot x and y,
respectively. Although statistics could not be performed regarding the
frequency of junctions due to entanglement of nanotubes at the interface,
these observations demonstrate some SWNTs can be connected across the
interface.
Additionally, one can think of investigation of interface connection by de-
termining amount of encapsulated N2 molecules undergo alteration between
two different nanotubes (i.e. Ac- and Et- SWNTs). By considering this point,
XPS measurement was performed on the top of vertically aligned double-
layered SWNT array synthesized, respectively, from EtOH and 10%AcN.
Figure 5.11 shows the viability of N2 molecules inside EtOH-grown SWNTs
(top layer), indicating migration of N2 molecules from the bottom (10%AcN)
to the top (EtOH) of the array. Note that a 5µm thickness of the top layer
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is beyond escaping depth of photoelectrons. There is, therefore, no N2 signal
detected from interface region where feedstock was switched from EtOH to
10%AcN. The content of N2 presented at the top is found to be ∼ 0.07 at.%
(23%) from pristine 10%AcN-grown SWNTs (0.3 at.%).
5.6 Role of nitrogen and growth mechanism
As previously mentioned, abrupt changes in growth conditions such as
temperature [198, 199] and feedstock flux [206–208] have been reported to
induce continuous junctions in SWNTs and DWNTs. While the temperature
was unchanged in the experiments reported here, the presence of nitrogen
may have altered the flux of carbon into the catalyst. It has been shown that
the mean diameter of SWNTs grown from EtOH is dependent on precursor
supply [37, 224], but the sensitivity is not enough to explain the findings
reported here based on the availability of carbon. We suspect, however, that
nitrogen acts only at the catalyst surface, disrupting the SWNT formation.
It is well-established that incorporation of nitrogen will easily induce
defects into the SWNT structure [90], and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations [119] have shown that the binding energy between Co and N
is higher than between Co and C. This means any nitrogen present on the
catalyst will be less mobile than the surrounding carbon. This condition
has been predicted to result in narrower SWNTs [130].
Fiawoo et al. [225] recently proposed that SWNT formation occurs
near the edge of a catalyst particle when the growth condition is near
thermodynamic equilibrium. This is called a ‘tangential’ growth mode, and
explains why the diameter of a SWNT is typically dependent on the catalyst
particle size. This also explains the gradual increase of mean diameter
that typically results from increasing the growth temperature [37, 198,
199, 226, 227]. Away from thermodynamic equilibrium, a ‘perpendicular’
growth mode is possible, in which the SWNT diameter is independent of
the catalyst particle size. These growth modes have been studied by in situ
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w/o Nitrogen
w/ Nitrogen
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: A possible mechanism of diameter change along VA-SWNT
array from Co catalyst nanoparticles (a) without and (b) with N (green ball).
Blue and red tubes represent larger and smaller SWNTs synthesized from
ethanol (EtOH) and 5 vol.% acetonitrile (5%AcN), respectively. Reproduced
with permission from [216], Copyright c© 2013 by The American Physical
Society.
TEM observation [225, 228]. Fiawoo et al. [225] proposed that nucleation
occurs primarily by the perpendicular mode, which is dominant during the
early stage of nanotube growth. After nucleation and the growth process
approaches equilibrium, the tangential mode becomes dominant and remains
so until growth stops.
Considering our experimental findings in light of the available literature,
we propose the diameter change caused by the presence of nitrogen is due
to a process at the catalyst surface that causes a change from the tangential
to the perpendicular growth mode. We rule out formation of a nitride with
the metal catalyst because that is unlikely to be reversible. Furthermore,
the production of N2 during synthesis [117] suggests a mechanism by which
nitrogen could often leave the catalyst, thereby being reversible. Moreover,
a process which only occurs at the catalyst surface helps explain why a small
percentage of nitrogen can have a significant effect.
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We propose the role of nitrogen is as follows. In the presence of pure
ethanol, SWNTs grow by the tangential growth mode. The diameters
of the SWNTs are therefore similar to the catalyst diameters, which are
approximately 2 nm [59, 140]. When nitrogen is introduced into the system,
some nitrogen atoms adsorb onto the surface of the catalyst particles. Since
N interacts more strongly with the Co nanoparticles than C, the less-mobile
N frustrate the formation of the sp2 network that is to become the nanotube
sidewall. As a result, it becomes difficult to sustain the tangential growth
mode, and the perpendicular growth mode becomes energetically favorable
(i.e. active area for nanotube formation is minimized), which is not applicable
by the explanation catalyst elongation [119]. It is possible for the transition
between growth modes to be continuous, resulting in SWNT junctions like
those shown in Figures 5.9(b) and (c), but discontinuous growth is more
likely. A schematic of this diameter change is shown in Figure 5.12.
As reported in Ref. [140], the diameter distribution of Ac-SWNTs is
considerably narrow, which is expected for the perpendicular growth mode.
While nucleation from different small-diameter catalyst particles is a pos-
sible alternative explanation, we expect such small catalyst particles to
be quite few in number thus unable to initiate vertically aligned growth
(Figure 5.1 and 5.4(a)). Synthesis of small-diameter SWNTs from larger
catalyst particles via the perpendicular mode would result in more SWNTs
and would be less sensitive to nanoparticle diameter. By considering how
nitrogen could, furthermore, react at the catalyst surface before forming N2,
the tangential growth mode would plausibly hinder nitrogen to act at the
catalyst surface due to cohesion of carbon chain surrounding the catalyst
particle as observed in MD simulation. Nitrogens could, on the other hand,
in case of perpendicular growth mode enter through sub-surfaces.
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Conclusion and prospect
These findings of very different diameters of nanotubes within VA-SWNT
arrays synthesized from acetonitrile and ethanol demonstrate that changes
in SWNT diameter can be achieved without any changes in catalyst prepa-
ration. Furthermore, the finding that nanotubes of very different diameters
can be synthesized within the same VA-SWNT array by changing the car-
bon precursor demonstrates that the SWNT diameter can be substantially
changed without altering the catalyst preparation. The compelling reduction
in mean diameters is found to be from 2.1 nm for ethanol-grown SWNTs to
just 0.8 nm for acetonitrile-grown VA-SWNTs. A correlation between the
reduction of the SWNT diameter and an approximately one atomic percent
saturated incorporation of nitrogen is well established. This narrowing of
nanotube diameter occurs for growth on flat substrates as well as on zeolite
powder, indicating that N takes an active role in yielding sub-nm diameter
SWNTs, independent of catalyst preparation. Catalyst-particle-independent
diameter control by trace amounts of heteroatoms represents a versatile
pathway for the direct synthesis of engineered SWNT.
A significant small-diameter VA-SWNT array can be in the presence
of nitrogen during CVD synthesis filled with N2 molecules when acetoni-
trile/ethanol mixture is used as a feedstock. Interestingly, trapped N2
molecules are compelled to be aligned inside the interior one-dimensional
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(1D) space , indicating vastly small-diameter VA-SWNTs synthesized from
acetonitrile mixture are sufficiently narrow as demonstrated in Chapter 3
to strictly confine 1D arrangement of trapped N2 as indicated by polarized
high-resolution NEXAFS measurement. The combined molecular dynamic
simulation results also demonstrate the suitable confinement for N2 molecules
in the sufficient small-diameter (6,6) nanotube (∼ 0.82 nm).
A growth mechanism are further demonstrated by multi-layered growth of
vertically aligned SWNTs in which the layers have vastly different diameters.
The empirical finding convincingly shows that this diameter change is both
reversible and repeatable, and suggests that the diameter of substrate-
supported SWNTs can be changed on-demand without the need to alter
catalyst preparation or chemistry. Such growth is also independent of the
sequence in which the precursors are introduced. The result suggest this
diameter reduction is due to nitrogen at the catalyst surface impeding
SWNT formation, which causes the growth mode to change from tangential
to perpendicular. This change can be continuous, but termination and
re-nucleation of growth is more likely. The ability to easily and efficiently
modulate the nanotube diameter during SWNT growth is crucial for bottom-
up fabrication of carbon nanotube materials and devices.
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Future work may be focused on:
1. Characterization and control nitrogen configurations, including elec-
tronic and electrical properties of N-doped SWNTs for field-effect
transistor performance;
2. Controlling the ratio between semi-conducting and metallic N-doped
SWNTs;
3. Direct control chirality by nitrogen contribution;
4. Gaining SWNT yield on flat substrate for future applications;
5. Fabrication of nanotube composites;
6. Transport properties study on double-layered SWNT arrays;
7. Revealing, characterizing, and studying physics of N-doped SWNT
characteristic using spectroscopy approach.
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Appendix
Additional analysis data of resonance Raman spectroscopy on degree of
alignment of vertically-aligned single-walled carbon nanotube (VA-SWNT)
array in Chapter 4 [184].
VA-SWNT array were synthesized from Co/Mo binary catalysts by
no-flow chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process [136] (see Chapter 3).
A pure ethanol and 5%acetonitrile (5%AcN) were used as feedstocks. A
linearly polarized Raman laser of 488 nm excitation wavelength with 0.5mW
(Chromex 501is with Andor DV401-FI) was exposed on the cleaved side
wall of an array with focused with a 50× objective lens. The incoming and
outgoing polarizations fixed in parallel (VV) configuration. The resonance
Raman spectra were recorded by rotating the sample and refocusing to
maximize Raman signal, while maintaining the spot position. The spectra
were measured every 10◦ step forward. The signals were accumulated for
5min for each measurement as shown in Figure A.1. As the polarization angle
is rotated from perpendicular to parallel to the nanotube axis, absorption by
nanotube is also enhanced, which causes a downshift in Raman frequency.
The effect of laser heating were, therefore, corrected by correcting the G-
band spectra intensity (areas) in which the temperature resulted in the
sample is calculated using the following equation [229],
ω(T ) = ω0 − Aexp(B~ω0/kBT )− 1 ,
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Figure A.1: Polarization-dependent Raman spectra of aligned SWNTs with
10◦ rotation step forwards.
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Figure A.2: Nematic order parameter (S) of VA-SWNT arrays synthesized
from pure ethanol (blue) and 5%acetonitrile (AcN) before and after temper-
ature corrections, show an increase in S value, indicating different alignment
of both VA-SWNT batches.
where ~ is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the sam-
ple temperature, and ω0 is the G-band frequency without laser heating
(1594 cm−1), while A = 38.4 cm−1, and B = 0.438. The G-band intensity
(expressed by its area) caused by temperature change is expressed according
to the following equation,
I = I0 exp(−T
B
) = I0 exp(− T430)
where T is the sample temperature, I0 denotes as the Raman intensity at
0K, while B is the constant from fitting values as described elsewhere [229].
The constant B in this case is 430.
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The nematic order parameter (S) is calculated from different dipole
transition of parallel and perpendicular transitions, respectively, according
to the equation,
S =
∫ 1
2(3 cos
2 θ − 1)fsinθdθdφ =
Λ(0)− Λ
(
pi
2
)
Λ(0) + 2Λ
(
pi
2
) ,
where θ is the polarization angle, and Λ(0) and Λ(pi2 ) is the intensities at
the polarization angle of 0◦ and 90◦. Following the temperature correction,
the nematic order parameters (S) from polarization Raman analysis are
evaluated to be 0.44 and 0.28 for ethanol and 5%AcN samples, respectively
(Figure A.2).
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